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The University Conduct Committee met in a
crowded Murray Conference Room of McElroy Commons Thursday, April 27, and heard Rev. George L.
Drury, S.J., director of student personnel, plead for leniency for the four Heights editors he had accused of
violating the speakers policy of Boston College.
The four editors, Michael Ra- room Thursday to watch the
hill, editor-in-chief; Gerald Shea, committee in action, while anmanaging editor, Thomas Gil- other 100 crowded the corridors
christ, associate editor; and outside, thwarted in their attempt
Michael Barton, news editor, to get a glimpse at the proceedwere summoned before the board ings. The committee was comPhoto by Gerry Shea after they had allowed William posed of four assistant deans,
Miss Janice Kolar, Queen of Gentle Monday, converses with two* gentlemen in sunglasses in midst of rites Baird, controversial birth control Henry J. McMahon, assistant
of spring on the Bapst Lawn. Gentleman on right is Rev. George L. Drury, S.J., Director of Student Personnel advocate, to hold a public speech dean of the College of Arts and
Services. Gentleman on left is Naked Ned, The Coconut Head. For more' pictures of the Gentle Monday in the Heights office April 17. Sciences; Christopher J. Flynn,
festivities, see page 12.
Mr. Baird had been previously assistant dean of the College of
denied speaking facilities by Fr.
Drury because of his "irresponsible actions at Boston University" where he was arrested for
distributing birth control devices
in violation of Massachusetts state
law.
At that time Fr. Drury informed the editors that if they
went ahead with the Baird
By MICHAEL RAHILL
speech, they would have to apEditor
pear before the Conduct ComA week after Super-Committee's participants retired to Round Hill to hear mittee and be liable to either
sub-committee reports on the progress of the Executive Study, the focus of atten- probation, suspension, loss of
loss of financial aid,
tion has shifted to the Executive Committee which will determine much of the fate editorship,
or expulsion. After an editorial
of the sub-committee findings.
board vote, which went 7-5 in
The Executive Committee, committee on student activities, the Executive Committee, was favor of holding the public speech,
which throughout the study acted for example, recommended the elected to replace Michael Egger the four editors agreed to go
mostly in the capacity ot co-ordin- creation of a student activities who resigned publicly several ahead with their plans to have
ator among the six sub-commit- committee under a joint faculty- weeks ago.
the Baird speech in the Heights
tees, will meet Tuesday for a first student-administrativeboard. This Egger's resignation, which came office.
attempt to compile the six separ- committee would perform much in the wake of the Baird incident, Thomas Sugrue, sports editor
ate reports into a single package
has been judged by many com- of the Heights; was not present A crowd of almost 200 students
to be delivered to the President.
mentators as having shaken the at the time of the vote, but he packed the corridor outside Murray
The work of the Executive Comconfidence of members of the later informed Fr. Drury that he Conference Room an attempt to
mittee will be particularly difficult
committees in the principle of was adding his name to those of gain admittance to The Heights
(see page six)
with the University
in areas where reports either
openness upon which the entire the four editors who voted to use editors' meeting
Conduct Committee.
the Heights office for the Baird
overlap or contradict each other
study is supposedly based.
in recommendations. (The sub- of the work which the sub-comThe attitude of the participants lecture. Fr. Drury told Sugrue Business
Rev.
mittee on student government de- at Round Hill, however, seemed to( that since he was not present for
F. Hoey, S.J., assistant
Robert
scribed for the new University- belie this lack of confidence. The the vote or "fully aware of the
dean of the School of Education;
wide Student Senate.)
members of the sub-committees consequences," he would not have and Pauline R. Sampson, adminto appear before the Conduct
Another problem area will be in were quite consistent in congratu- Committee. Sugrue later wrote a istrative assistant to the dean of
Heightsp,mck en-of-year reporting the findings of the sub- lating Rev. George L. Drury, S.J.,
the School of Nursing; and one
Director of Student Personnel letter to the Conduct Committee faculty member, Rev. James W.
University
committee
on
StandTwo campus organizations preServices, for initiating the study. telling them that he was "willing Skehan, S.J., chairman of the
in
sented awards this week to mem- ards. Earlier the semester this As a whole they felt that through to accept the responsibility" for Faculty
Council. Dean Flynn
sub-committee drew fire for writbers of the Boston College facthe his actions. Since Fr. Drury acted as committee chairman.
ing academic policies, which some both its recommendations and
not
ulty.
Sugrue's
would
submit
name
of the members of the Executive contacts it engendered, the study to the committee, he was not Dean Flynn opened the meeting
The Campus Council gave its
student-faculty-adimproved
had
by explaining the procedure of
Committee thought were outside
annual Teacher of the Year
ministrative dialogue on campus requested to appear before them. the committee, and by reading
the scope of the study.
Award to Dr. Richard E. Hughes
considerably.
150 people jammed the meeting from the Notes for Faculty Adof the English Department. The At the time of the criticism, the
visors, the provisions of which the
Heights presented its Official An- Executive Committee postponed
editors were accused of violating.
nual Traditional Award to Dr. making any decision until it had
Concerning the section on nonSamuel Miller, a professor in the received the entire sub-committee
university speakers, Flynn read
History Department.
report.
that
"Boston College is comNEWS
The Council's award is presentto the preservation of
With
the
now
in
acamitted
report
Your dorm rep may be a bartender in O'Connell Hall
ed each year to an outstanding demic recommendations intact
truth"
and
that "students may
pg. 3
next year
member of the BC faculty for,
speakers
invite
consistent with
the
Executive
Committee
will
pg.
4
Here's your chance to review the year's slanted stories
what the Council considers, a
have to decide if the suggestions
the aims of the university."
significant contribution to the deFEATURES
Flynn also said that the univerwill ever get to the President.
velopment of students.
pg. 11 sity reserves the right to structure
tells all in his grand finale
Naked
Ned
Joseph Ryan, A&S '68 predicted
The award presented by The
Paul Bail tells how his friends took over China, also on pg. 11 the format of speeches and that
Heights was conceived and given three to four weeks as the time
sponsoring organizations must file
to Dr. Miller this year by the necessary for the Executive Com- SPORTS
a request with the Office of Stupg. 15
Coach Miller pours his heart out on
editors of The Heights because mittee to compile the entire rethey felt like it.
port. Ryan, newest member of
Wondering who won the Athlete of the Year Award? See pg. 16
(Continued on Page Seven)
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speakers will include Stokely Carmichael. For further information,
Applications for editorial and you may write to the:
Fri., May 5: Ruth Ready, folkstaff positions on next year's A&S Organization of the Rural Poor,
singer from Regis College and
additional performer to be anCourse Critique are available 1430 First Avenue,
nounced.
in Gasson 114 for present juniors Selma, Alabama 36701
Sat., May 6: to be announced. The Sodality will present Jean and sophomores. Anyone inter- or call New York City (212) 677Sun., May 7: Open hoot and Vigo's L'Atalante next Monday, ested in working for the Critique -8931 between 3-7 p.m.
auditions.
in the last feature in its Fourteeen in any capacity next year should
Mon., May 8: Dramatic work- Flicks series. The movie will be submit his name.
Physican'
shop directed by Greg Elliot.
shown at 3:00 p.m. in Campion 1
Ray
Tues.-Thurs., May 9-11: open and at 7:00 p.m. in Campion 8
The Guild of St. Luke, an assonights.
ciation of more than 700 Catholic
Admission is 50c for those who do
The Junior Class is sponsoring
not have a Fourteeen Flicks sub- a concert by Ray Charles at 2:00 physicians, will hold its Annual
Guild Lecture, Wednesday, May
scription.
p.m. tomorrow afternoon in RobCorps
24, at Boston College. Three panel
erts Center. Tickets are $3.00 per
discussions will take place in the
Students may take the Peace
person and are available in the afternoon, beginning at 1:00 p.m.
Corps Placement Test May 20 at
Eagles' Nest.
These discussions will be open
1:30 at Brighton High School. InElla J. Baker, advisor to SNCC
to the public. At 6:00 p.m., a dinformation on Peace Corps ap- and former associate and execuner will be served in Lyons Hall,
pointments and about the test
by a lecture entitled
SCLC, will speak
followed
tive
director
of
itself may be obtained in Gasson
Organization of the Rural "The Physician and the Sexual
The
here Thursday, May 11, at 4:30
114.
Poor, a civil rights group based in Revolution," delivered by Dr.
in Murray Conference Room. Miss Selma, Alabama, is seeking col- Max Levin,
clinical professor of
Baker will talk on the coalition lege students for volunteer civil neurology at the New York Medibetween poor blacks and poor rights activity in Georgia, Missis- cal College. Tickets for the dinJuniors may have their pictures whites in the South. The lecture sippi and Alabama beginning ner are $6 for non-guild members.
taken for next year's Sub Turri is free and open to the public.
June 17 and extending the length
of the summer or at least for
any school day between now and
Variety
next Friday. The pictures will be
four weeks. All expenses will be
paid
Geolgy
taken in the Sub Turri office, Mcfor students to live and work
The Commuter's Council is
Elroy 101. Appointments for the
among Negro sharecroppers to
sponsoring a Variety Show in
Father
Skehan,
James
chairpictures may be made at the
collect data to document the eco- Campion
Auditorium Thurs. and
Sub Turri office or at the table man of the Geology Department, nomic basis of the racist caste
Fri.
evenings,
May 11 and 12.
set up for this purpose in the will lecture on "Geology and Min- system in the rural South. Details
The show will begin at 8:00 p.m.
Eagles' Nest. The photographer eralogy of the Wachusetts-Marl- will be furnished to those reeach night and will feature acts
sponding.
will be available from 9:00 a.m. borough
of all types. Admission is $1.
East-Central
Tunnel,
to 5:00 p.m.
Mass." at 8 p.m. on May 9 in An orientation session will be Tickets will be available at the
Those who have ordered their Higgins 304.
held in Atlanta, Georgia where door.
Sub Turri for this year may pick
it up on May 15 In the Eagles'
Nest.

Fourtenflicks

Physics film
As a part of the Physics Department Film Series, the movie
"Seeking New Laws" will be
shown on Wednesday, May 10 at
4:00 p.m. in Higgins 307. It will
also be shown on May 11 at 4:30.
The series is open to the public.

Guild

Charles

Peac

Racilcoalition

Civil rights

ST
ub urri

show

lecture

Mary
On Tuesday, May 9 there will
be an observance in honor of
Mary the Mother of Christ on
Bapst lawn at 11:40 a.m. There
will be a concelebrated Mass at
12 p.m. Classes at 12 will be cancelled.

Aviatton est
The Naval Aviation Qualification
Test will be administered today
in the Resident Student Lounge at
10:00 a.m. and at 2:00 p.m. All
students are eligible to take the
test. No obligation is incurred by
a student who does take the test.
Further information may be obtained in the Resident Student
Lounge at the times mentioned
above. Appointments can be made
to see a recruiting officer. Students should allow about three
and one half hours for the test.

SENIOR WEEK

Thursday, June I
SENIOR DAY at Glen Ellen
Friday, June 2
NANCY WILSON in concert
Saturday, June 3
B.C. DAY AT THE POPS

$10 a couple

2 P.M. to I A.M.
$3.00 per person

McHugh Forum-8:30 P.M.
$2.50 per person
Roberts Center-3 P.M. to 5 P.M.

Sunday, June 4 - BACCALAUREATE MASS
BRUNCH 12 Noon
McElroy Commons
King Philip-Wrentham
TIJUANA BEER FESTIVAL
Bto 12 P.M.

$2.50 per person

Monday, June 5
COMMENCEMENT
McElroy Commons

Commencement Ball
$15.00 per couple
?

9 P.M. to I A.M.

Woody Herman?Upstairs
Lester Lanin's Band?Downstairs
Tickets for all events will be on sale in McElroy?l I A.M.-2 P.M.
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Will there be a Rathskeller in O'Connell Hall? Will

there be an O'Connell Hall? CORM hopes so.

The Council of Resident Men this week filed a proposal with Rev. George Drury, S.J., director of student
personnel, to convert the O'Connell complex into a student union, complete with a rathskeller (tentatively
named The Hearth) that would serve beer to students
of drinking age; this would be set up in the main lobby.
The formal proposal states that
BC students over 21 have no
place close to the campus to go
on dates where they can consume alcoholic beverages. "As a
result, there is a drain on campus atmosphere. ." The statement also mentioned that there
have been auto accidents involving students that have been drinking elsewhere, and noted that the
campus bar would "be a significant step towards solving these

.

problems."

Other rooms in the complex
would be furnished with color television, stereo, ping-pong and
pool tables, and other recreational facilities; these would be
accessible to those students who

are under 21. However, the rathskeller itself would be strictly offlimits to those under age.
CORM president Mike Mastronardi emphasized the financial
practicality of the proposed renovation, noting that the Senior Gift
is available if the plan is approved. In addition to this, and
to funds allocated from the Council itself, money loaned from the
administration would be paid
back from the profits.
Earlier this year, the administration had considered razing
OConnell. However, Fr. Drury,
according to Mastronardi, appeared receptive to the basic
idea. He had planned to meet
with Rev. Edward J. Hanrahan,
S.J., director of resident students,
to discuss the formal proposal.
Although Mastronardi is confident of student support, he indicated that the Council may conduct a poll among the students, if
the administration requires as-

surance.

At present, there are approximately 30 students living in O'Connell. The Council will consult them
concerning their willingness to
sacrifice their quarters in favor
of renovation.
Regarding a license for serving

alcohol, the Council found that if
the rathskeller is established as
a club there will be relatively little problem; however, this will
limit patronage to BC students
and their guests.
Little trouble is seen concerning the recreational facilities of
the student union; the rathskeller
may take time. However, Mastrothe
nardi pointed out that ".
facilities would be ready to accommodate a campus bar next
year, or the year after next."

.

Designed in the Higgins tradition, the new Institute of Human Sciences is scheduled to be completed in
September of 1968.

EayrthwheigaliMrtndospele-ar how
BC's fledgling coffee house, Middle Earth, will climax its first year in operation, with an outdoor concert in Alumni Stadium tomorrow night.
"The Best of Middle Earth" the Middle Earth activities for
will feature the coffee house's this year, however. Mr. Duran
regular cast performing from 7 plans to keep the coffee house
p.m. until 10 on the thirty-yard open during the summer for the
Line.
benefit of those involved in the
The concert had originally been Upward Bound and summer school
scheduled for the Bapst Lawn, but programs. Also in the works for
the location was changed when the summer are plans to enlarge
Rev. George L. Drury, S.J., the capacity of the coffee house
pointed out "certain limitations" by moving the kitchen into the
on the use of the lawn. Fr. Drury smaller room next door in the
felt that "some type of police pro- O'Connell Annex. Durand thinks
tectionwould be necessary for an that this move would increase the
event of this size." Fr. Drury also seating capacity by about ten per
pointed out that the concert might cent.
hurt attendance at the concert
Ed Giardina, A&S '69, will manbeing sponsored by the junior age
MiddleEarth next year. Giarclass in connection with Junior
dina plans to run things "basicWeek.
ally along the same lines as this
Rene Durand, manager of the year." The only changes made
coffee house, then had to clear will be "improvements on this
the concert with the Campus year's format. Hopefully, we will
Council and the Junior Interclass get more professional entertainCouncil. Neither group had any ment. We
also plan to run more
objection to the coffee house
cultural events during the week."
show.
These would include movies, lecThe "best" who will perform tures and dramatic workshops.
tomorrow include the BC folk trio
Next year's management would
of Bob Hendler, Bill Fischer and
also like to see the coffee house
Carol Bregar. Also appearing will opened up for daytime
activities
be blues guitarist Bill Dalton and or as a meeting room for groups
Delaney
folksingers
Carroll
and
unable to obtain space elsewhere.
Wanda Adams, Frank Eisenhardt,
Bill Heck, Marty Lawlor, Doric Although Durand says that atDelano and Debbie Christian.
tendance "has fallen off about fifThis concert will not conclude ty per cent" since the coffee

The English Department will
sponsor its final musical program
of the semester, "A Concert of
Contemporary Music," on Wednesday, May 10.
The concert, which will feature
works by Copland, Vaughn Williams and Hovhaness, is centered
around a vocalist, with instrumental accompaniment on flute,
Ttry, gain
a
clarinet, saxophone, guitar, bass
and percussion.
The vocalist, Miss Jean Lunn,
(pictured above) has studied at
the New England Conservatory,
BC's celebrated College Bowl team
the Berkshire Music Center and will again take
to the airwaves May 20,
the Marines College of Music in
via Walter Cronkite and his CBS news
New York. Miss Lunn has perstaff, to engage in a battle of wits for
formed extensively all over the
East, and has appeared national- the honor and glory of old BC.
ly on radio and television.
The opposition, however, will not be
She sang the role of the Virgin supplied by any colleges or universities.
Mary (at the composer's request) The team will take on a panel of inmates
in the first performance of Ran- from Norfolk County House of Correcdall Thompson's Nativity at tion.
Christ Church, Cambridge, in
The contest will be similar to those
1961. She was also a soloist in the
first complete New York perform- of the General Electric College Bowl. But
ance of Handel's Saul under Rob- unlike the GE program, the May 20 game
ert Hickok at Carnegie Hall in will consist entirely of toss-ups. There will
be no bonus questions. The value of the
1963.
A highlight of the concert will questions will be weighed according to
be the first public performance in difficulty on a scale of 1-5. Consequently
Boston of Harvard composer the scores will also be lower.
Gregory Levin's Poem. The work
The Norfolk team is directed by
is a cantata with soprano based teacher-coach Mr. Josepn M. Sullivan,
on a poem about war.
and is anchored by two hard-studying
The concert will begin at 8:30 lifers, Captain John McCambridge and
p.m. in the Resident Students' Mr.
Arthur Devlin. Devlin's interests are
Lounge, McElroy Comons. Admis- mythology
and the classics while Mcsion is 50c.
Cambridge handles literature and history.

house first opened, he expects an
increase next year since "Middle
Earth will begin operating during
Orientation Week next fall and
the operation will be more widespread."

Next fall, the coffee house will
participate in a "talent trade"

with local coffee houses and other
schools in the area.

BraCnfkifscutltnywages
Boston College was cited as
the Catholic university that pays
the highest faculty salaries in
the United States in a survey
published by the National Catholic Reporter in its May 5 issue.
The survey was conducted by

a committee of the American
Association of University Professors, and was presented at the
organi-ation's 53rd annual meeting. The survey covered a twoyear period from 1965 to 1967.
Although only eight Catholic
colleges (Boston College, Notre
Dame, Catholic University,
Georgetown, Santa Clara, San
Francisco, St. John's of Minnesota, and Marquette) were
among the 250 institutions of
higher learning paying an averMcCambridge and Devlin spend all age of more than $10,000 per year
their spare time reading the materials to full-time faculty members,
available to them from Norfolk's well- Boston College ranked number
stocked library.
one among the eight.
Norfolk has an impressive array of
faculty
victories under its belt, including wins The average pay for
at Boston College is
members
teams
over
from Harvard, Oxford, Dublin University, West Point and Columbia. $11,083. This may be broken
down as follows: Professor, $15,Master of Ceremonies for the event -203; Associate Professor, $11,700;
will be Mr. Carlos Geniani, principal of Assistant Professor.- $9,800; Instructor, $7,732; and Lecturer,
the prison school.
in rank
While the Norfolk team has an im- $9,000. The next highest pays
an
pressive background, the facts of the was Notre Dame which
average
$11,012.
of
Eagle team are not to be overlooked. In

goes rison
Bowtelamp

their four weeks on the GE College Bowl,
BC's 1150 point score is the highest for
any team ever to appear for only four
weeks. And the first game score, in addition to being the highest first game
score in the history of the series, also
came within 35 points of the all time record.
After Norfolk, the BC team will make
its next appearance on June 3 when they
will play an Alumni team as part of
Alumni Weekend festivities.

Harvard ranked highest of all
colleges with an average of
$15,700. On the whole, church-

related institutions ranked far
behind private and public colleges. This was especially true
in regard to the rank of full professor. Professors at churchrelated universities earned an
average of $14,068, those at private schools, $17,390, and those at
public institutions, $15,028.
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folwspWhca'tin arentis"?
By MICHAEL
Editor

Located1 in the School of Education, the center will
research all levels and aspects of Catholic education
in the U.S. It will also concern itself with the changing public purposes of Catholic education in American

Looking at the most dramatic elements, it began
badly and ended worse. The year opened with the
announcement of the surprise dismissal of Rev. Robert
F. Healey, S.J. Chairman of the Classics Department.
Last Monday, the year ended when a pleasant springtime spectacle called "Gentle Monday" was almost
disrupted by a crowd of rude and stupid boors hurling
donuts and comments at a group trying to bring a
touch of color to a sterile campus.

society.

The joint student-faculty "Free University," however, did not fare so well. Enthusiastically begun in
early second semester, the program hit a slump at
Easter from which it never recovered.
Similarly the much heralded campaign to admit
women to A&S ran out of steam rather quickly, although the School of Education has changed the designation of the Educational degree from a B.S. to a
B.A. Fr. Walsh has announced that a girls' liberal arts
school is part of BC's future, but puts its construction
after the women's dormitories. Latest "official" estimate on when they will appear is four years.
Speaking of years, after two and a half years
of study the A&S Senate completed its student charter
which has been accepted in principal by the A&S EPC.
A proposal to make similar recommendations university-wide has been advanced by a portion of the Super
Committee study.
The A&S Senate also continued its battle with the
Dean's Cabinet, shifting the thrust of Senate activities
to academic policies. Along the same lines, students
in CBA have begun agitation for a full time director in
Honors Program, and a number of students in Nursing
have called for a re-evaluation of the school's Honor
Code. Both these developments can be expected to
continue into next year, as can the course critiques
which were begun in A&S and CBA and which will
probably spread to Nursing and Education.
But if this year's academic developments bore out
Rev. Andrew Greeley's Danforth Study naming BC
academically the best Catholic college in the country,
the non-academic aspects of university life?particularly student?showed no reason for contentment.
Recognizing the fact that student activities and
facilities bore little resemblance to student
needs/wishes, Fr. Drury initiated Super Committee as
a student-faculty-administrative study of all phases of
non-academic student life. With the reports drafted
but not yet approved it looks as though Super Committee actually can improve significantly some of the
perennial student complaints (See page 6).
But while Super Committee might change some
complaints, it won't change either student initiative
or student sophistication, and it is in these two areas
that the events of the past year showed Boston College
drastically lacking. Super Committee was generated
by the administration, and some of its most enthusiastic support came from administrators and faculty. BC
students?to an overwhelming degree?couldn't have
cared less.
The Council of Resident Men and the Sodality are
two notable exceptions. CORM's proposal to renovate
O'Connell hall as a student union shows an insight

A deeper analysis of the year that just was, however, indicates a most important factor about Boston
College in 1967; the Healey incident was an anachronism, but the "Gentle Monday" spectacle was a symptom. And at the close of his eighth year as President,
Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., can quite rightly
claim that Boston College has really achieved much
"strength through excellence" in the academic sphere.
It is in the non-academic aspects of student life, however, that we remain weak through mediocrity.
Higgins Hall, more than the Healey firing, is a
symbol of BC's academic strength and growth. Though
aesthetically it doesn't please everyone, as an academic and research facility Higgins is sound and functional. And to a large degree, those two adjectives
describe the academic scene at Boston College in
general.

On the faculty level, for example, the much criticized Educational Policy Committees were informed
from above that they have legislative power in their
schools, and that the Deans can exercise only one vote
on this faculty committee.
In A&S this decision was particularly pertinent. The
A&S EPC earlier had been caught in the morass of
the Modern Man dispute, and eventually decided
against the unanimous recommendation of the Honors
Advisory Committee, to continue the special program.
This decision, which was not voted officially but rather
"agreed to" undter the prompting of the Dean, deepened the split between the History Department and
the Honors Program, and made the EPC look, in the
eyes of many faculty members, like a rubber stamp
for the Dean.
The A&S EPC, unlike its counterpart in Education,
also voted against a Senate plan for student membership on the committee.
CBA and Nursing both had turnovers in the Dean's
office. Miss Rita Kelleher announced her retirement
(effective September 1968) after 18 years as Dean. In
CBA the appointment of Dr. Albert M. Kelley as Dean
is the first step in Fr. Walsh's announced plans to
cut down the size but step up the excellence of the
business school, especially through a strengthened
M.B.A. program.
The most striking development in Education was
the announcement last March of the formation of a
national Catholic Education Research Center a BC.
STUDENTS, ATTENTION

4 room apartment, 1 block from
Comm. Aye. Available May 15
(sublease). Rent $135 per mo.

CAMPUS CUE

Complete line of brand name
sports equipment & clothing
Team Outfitting

Wsk-

Air travel throughout Europe, Israel
at 60% less. Same huge savings on
accommodations, admissions, etc.
The ID Card is a must for every
traveling student.

'Great for a Date'

The Official Student Guide
to Europe

t

Maybe we shouldn't care how
just
cold people drink beer
(After
all,
so they drink ours.
we're in business!)
But we do care. We go to
such fuss and expense brewing all that
taste into Budweiser, we want our customers to get it all out. And this is a
fact: chilling beer to near-freezing temperatures hides both taste and aroma.

Lists student hotels, restaurants,
discounts, local tours, and complete
routes, schedules, prices of student
flights, trains, etc. An essential companion to the ID Card. $1.95

JULIE ANDREWS
Singing, Dancing, Delighting!

~

ROSS HUNTERS f»o**ie«

lute. Ctf \u25a0\u25a0wfiutuo
8...1.

Peggy Doyle, Record American

Tickets on tile at Bob Agency
tad Tyrna Tfcfcet

I
I
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J
TFnHNinOLOB*

CIRCLE
At^Ckyf^JW\ j £JBsAjj§£^24?
jjfrl £±

To make it easy for you, we've asked
all the bartenders to serve Bud® at 40°.
Also, every refrigerator is designed to
cool Bud at 40°.
Of course, if you're on a picnic or
something and the Bud's on ice and
oh,
nobody brought a thermometer
well. Things can't always be perfect.

Includes 4 nights' accommodation, 4
breakfasts, 3 Expo passes, a French
dinner, and sightseeing tour of
Montreal.

maui

U.S. National Student Assn., Dept. CP
265 Madison Aye., N.Y., N.Y. 10016
Piease send info on ID Card \u25a1 The
Official Guide (payment enclosed) Q
Details on Expo '67. \u25a1

I

Name

I

Address
City

I

\u25a0
I

...

Budweiser

I
State

USNSA is non-profit for studmts.

...

40° is just right.

Also
4-Day $31 Expo '67 Tour

ON SALE AT BOX OFFICE OR Bl
NOW PLAYING

\
W

590 Commonwealth Aye.
Boston, Mass.
Opposite the B.U. Towers

POCKET
BILLIARDS

Special B.C.
Student Discount

Can beer
be too cold?

with the
International
Student ID Card

i

\u25a0

47 Langley Road
Newton Centre, Mass.
332-7831
332-7830

.-rv

student successes. Most of the student activities continued this year in a bland and mediocre repetition of
traditional events. Most noticeable was the collapse
of political activity. With the exception of the Young
Republicans, and to some degree YAF, no campus
political group stimulatedany genuine student interest.
In this fight, the failure of SDS to have any impact
whatsoever on the Boston College campus is indicative
of the enduring naivete among both the liberal and
the conservative camps of BC students, a naivete that
runs much deeper than politics.
The shame of the Humphrey mob scene, the embarrassed reversal by the Campus Council of its own
rejection of SDS and most recently the Eagle pack
that almost broke up "Gentle Monday" revealed the
provincialism still characteristic of so many BC students. Suspicious of ideas that don't fit their outmoded
dream of the "BC image" of neatly trimmed, buttondown, beer-drinking chauvinism, these students fear
SDS, the peace movement, Gentle Mondays and the
entire hippie scene as a threat to their narrow concept of a Catholic university. And this year they
showed their fear can generate violence.
That these people will ultimately lose no one can
doubt. BC will simply outgrow them, the same way
it outgrew paternalism in philosophy and theology
courses. But it won't outgrow the liberals who?inspite
of themselves?are "destiny's children." BC saw this
year that the left would ultimately have its say on
campus. Faculty and administrators interested in free
speech guaranteed that. But the liberals?who this
year were permitted the glory of wallowing in their
rejection by the reactionary part of the community?
are coming under pressure to produce. After shrieking
about its rejection this year, SDS was finally granted a
hearing and showed it had nothing to say. The Committee of Responsibility waived its social awareness
until the novelty wore offi; then it too folded up. And
everyone was ready for the Baird rejection?a perfect
opportunity for BC's collective left to veil inactivity
in a sense of righteous outrage. And as long as the
left feeds only on its sense of being repudiated, it too
is condemned to its own brand of mob psychology.
Next year will repeat the questions that this year
asked, and as the students find out more and more
that the administration will no longer serve in loco
parentis, they will have to learn how to live with
each other and more importantly, what they're going
to do when no one's looking over their shoulder.

Huge discounts

Call 734-6271

Newton
Sports Center
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into a situation long ignored by the administration.
Building on the initiative of the Middle Earth zealots,
CORM is trying to make life in the dorm area as
humanizing as possible. The Sodality?ignoring FanFare?continued its quiet work in Boston's black
ghetto.
Elsewhere, however, Boston College student failures this year are overwhelmingly more dramatic than
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"The class of '67 has responded to the current Senior Gift drive with contributions of over $60,000," according to Tony Dc Luca, chairman of the Senior
Gift committee.
An additional $20,000 is expected by the weekend. The Senior
Gift will be used to finance several scholarships which are sponsored by the individual schools.
The proportion of graduating
seniors who participated this year
increased by 7-10%. The financial
goal for the Senior Gift is approximately $150,000.
The College of Business Admin-

istration and the School of Nursing are currently pledging at a
higher pace in their individual
drives than the other schools.
DeLuca instituted a "soft sell"
approach this year, and feels it

worked out well. "It is working
well because the students respect
this approach and consider it
more in the spirit of a gift. To
date, there has not been a single
complaint of students being pressured by the drive."
DeLuca also mentioned that
many of the student coordinators
had not completed their contacts
with the seniors but would do so
prior to the beginning of exams.
He expected late pledges to swell
the figures mentioned above.
In a contract signed last month,
the university promised to honor
the methods of endowment that

BCInclsretrigyu-aeitoxpoe elationship
Clergy, religious, and laity concerned with the new concept of
Christian community, will meet
at Boston College from June 19
to June 23 to review, analyze and
develop their own thinking about
this new focus in Christian life.
A hundred and fifty people have
already enrolled in the five-day

communities and for the pastorparishioner relationship at the
parish level." The renewal of the
role of the laity in Church life,
he said, has a crucial bearing on
the future course of the Church,
and the institute will provide opportunities for the clergy, religious and laity to have a richer
relationship and dialogue.
The question which the participants will attempt to answer is:
"What concretely must be done
to educate cleric, religious and
layman to enable all to cooperate
in their mutual responsibilities
for bringing the saving experience
of Christ to each other and to

institute. Director of the institute
will be Rev. William J. Connolly,
S. J., theology professor at Boston College and librarian at Weston College.
Fr. Connolly said that "the
Christian community is one of the
most important phases of renewal
in the post-Vatican II Church,
both for members of religious every man who lives in an increasingly impersonal world"

comen"Sdusatg juniors
The Student Senate of the College of Arts and Sciences presented service award certificates
to seven members of the junior
class "for understanding, and for
the most part, unheralded work
for the class of 1968, not only this
year but throughout their three
years here at Boston College."
The recipients of the certificates include: Roy Dado, member of the Dorm Council and
chairman of the orientation week

committee; Edward Hattauer,
chairman of the freshman assistance program; Michael Mastronardi, president of the Council of
Resident Men; Michael Rahill, editor of the Heights; John Riley,
president of the Young Republicans; Joseph Ryan, former chairman of the Commuters Council
and member of the Campus
Council; and James Stanton,
chairman of the Junior Interclass Council.
The awards were presented prior to the Junior Show, Wednesday, May 3.

Among the topics for panel discussion are Community as Friend
ship; The Family; The Universal
Community; Liturgy and Community; The Picket Line: Community and Protest; The Future
of Lay Organization; The Non-territorial Parish; Christian Cornunity and the Outcast; and The
Ecumenical Community.

were proposed by the individual
schools. This was the first such
contract signed since 1964.
According to the contract, the
College of Arts and Sciences and
the College of Business Administration will each endow two tuition scholarships.

A&S will direct both of its scholarships to upperclassmen. CBA,

will establish one
of its scholarships for an incoming freshman.
The School of Nursing plans to
endow one scholarship for a
"needy and outstanding upperclassman." The Evening College
has likewise decided to endow one
tuition scholarship.
To expedite the progress of the
Gift, senior committees will be
set up to oversee the Gift's collection and to keep the seniors
informed.
Commenting on the success of
the present drive, Mr. DeLuca
said, "I would like sincerely to
thank those students who have
recognized the merits of this
year's Senior Gift program and
who have demonstrated their approval by giving such substantial
sums to insure the success of the
drive in its initial stages."
however,

bridge, Mass.

MALE STUDENTS OVER 21
interested in participating as experimental subjects in the
study of the effects of certain non-harmful drugs (nonradioactive, non-intoxicating, non-consciousness changing)
should contact i

Miss Inez Berman at 726-3832
at Mass. General Hospital.
Subjects will be asked to attend 4 "test sessions" of 3
hours each and will receive $30 for completing their tasks.

toting

a day's worth of hardware

cotutsAocahnrldmpigyve adets
Included in the scholarships
are full tuition, textbook costs
and laboratory fees. In addition
to this, each of the cadets will be
provided with a $50 monthly alSelected for the two-year ROTC lowance for his remaining two
scholarships were cadets John years in college.
Lohman, Gregory A. Mack, and
Several other cadets distinJames T. Eisert of A&S Gerald guished themselves in another
M. Post of CBA and Frances M. competition which was held last
week.
Donovan of Education.
Boston College's Lewis Drill
Academic excellence, extracurricular activities, physical condi- Team captured second place in
tion, results of college boards, the Perishing Rifles' Twelfth Anand leadership potential were the nual Regimental Drill competibases for awarding the scholar- tion in Providence, Rhode Island,
on Saturday, April 29th. The field
ships.
of the invitational tournament included twelve colleges and ?s
sponsored by the ROTC National

The Boston College Reserve Officer Training Corps unit recently
announced the presentation of five
special Army scholarships to outstanding sophomore cadets.

Drill Organiaztion.

clupboCsitmyofficers
neeaxrc'st
Both campus political clubs will Ryszard Obuchowicz. Candidates
conduct their election of officers for Treasurer are James Dononext week in the McElroy Eagles' van and Bob Riehs. Bill Conti is
unopposed in his bid to become
Nest.

The Young Democrats' election
will take place on Tuesday, May
9. Candidates for president are
Pat Murphy, this year's chairman
of the Campus Council and Robert
McNulty, presently the treasurer
of the Young Dems. Candidates
for vice-president are Charles
Included among the discussion McLaughlin and Kevin Finnegan;
leaders are: Rev. Philip Berrifor second vice-president Paul
gan, S.J., of St. Peter Claver
Catholic Church, Baltimore, Mary- Deschenes, who is running unopland; Rev. William J. Burke, posed; for treasurer James Quinn,
S.J., of Weston College and a Bos- past president of the Young Dems,
ton College theology professor; and John May, for corresponding
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph E. Cunneen, Secretary, Elaine Bracken, Arneditors, Cross Currents; John
and Mike Ryan; for
Grady, executive director of The old Morton,
John Leahy
Recording
Secretary
Drew Foundation, Harlem; Rev.
Andre Hayden, S.J., tertian in- and Marty Cahalas, and for exstructor of Jesuits, Drongen, Bel- ecutive officer James Connolly
gium; Joan Lark, national staff, and Paul Sherry.
The Grail; Rev. Joseph F. MacFarlane, S.J., national sodality
director, St. Louis, Missouri; Sister Thomas More, C.S.J., Marymount College, Salina, Kansas;
and Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.,
research associate, Cambridge
Center for Social Studies, Cam-

Cadets Schraven and Schaub

On the other side of the political
coin, the Young Republicans will
elect their leaders on Wednesday,
May 10. Bill Henri is the unopposed nominee for president. Vicepresidential candidates are Richard Giglio, Richard Hughes, and

club secretary.
The present President of the
Young Republicans, John Riley,
was recently elected state-wide
chairman of the Massachusetts
Young Republicans at a convention of the group held last weekend at Northeastern University.
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The unit performed a sequence
of movements consisting of rifle
spins, tosses, and exchanges, concluding with a series of split-second maneuvers.
Robert E. Schraven (CBA, '68)
took first place in the individual
trick category for the second year
in a row with a routine that one
of the five Marine judges described as "fantastic".
The new commanders of the
BC ROTC were elected at a banquet held on April 28th. The new
group includes S Maj Robert E.

commander, M/Sgt
John A. Lynch, deputy commander, and M/Sgt Geoerge J. Thurner, executixe officer.

Schraven,
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UniverstyStandards

Super-Subcommittees

Prelimnay
reports
Studen ctivities
A
The main contribution of the
committee on student activities
is another committee: the Student
Activities Committee.
This committee, to be made up
of two representatives of the administration, two faculty members and two students, and headed by a director of student activities, would judge on the constitutions of organizations recommended to it by the Campus Council
constitution committee. Recognition by this committee would allow an organization the use of the
university name and its facilities.
The committee's report suggests that the role of the faculty

CampE
us nvironment

advisor be altered so that the
choosing of this advisor would be
left at the discretion of the members of the organization.
Working on the premise that "a
Catholic university, as any university, encourages the open exchange of ideas," the committee
recommends that no restrictions
be placed on speakers because of
the ideas they represent. The report defines the appearance of
speakers on campus as a right
of organizations "whose charters
include the promotion of intellectual exchange." However, the university will reserve the right to
refuse permission to speakers
sponsored by organizations who
do not espouse this "intellectual
exchange." The committee also
stipulated that a student organiaztion will be held responsible
for the consequences of a speaker's appearance unless that are
the result of action opposing the
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The report of the committee on
university standards is concerned,
to a large extent, with the academic rights and duties of the
student. Borrowing some of its
recommendations from the A&S
Senate's proposals on academic
rights and responsibilities, the
committee suggests that the BC
community exists as a "developmental bridge between a "familial community with strict and
rigid controls" and an "independent community where moral, social and emotional growth are
overlooked."
The committee recommends
that all students be allowed to determine the extent and manner
of their academic programs. The
report also suggests that, with
written permission from the professors involved, a student may
transfer in or out of a course
within the first two weeks of the
semester. The committee reaffirmed the right of the student to
information about courses prior
to pre-registration and to prior
knowledge of major papers.
The committee's report stresses
that a student's grade should be
based solely on his performance

in class and sets up a course of The area of rules and regulaappeal for students dissatisfied tions affecting student life, which
with a grade. According to these originally had been the main conguidelines, a student would be cern of the committee, has been
able to review his grade with the left to a proposed committee
department chairman. Failing to which would be made up of stuobtain a satisfactory ruling here, dents, faculty and administrators.
the student could then appeal to The committee's recommendathe dean or assistant dean who tions on disciplinary proceedings
would "conduct an impartial re- stresses that no student should be
punished for the violation of a
view."
With regard to a student's aca- rule which has not been made exdemic record, the committee pro- plicit in the student's handbook.
poses that this information be The same section insures the stukept separate from all other rec- dent that the privacy of his dorords and that it be insured mitory room shall not be violated
against all "extra-academic in- except in the case of emergency
fluence." The committee was al- or when "appropriate authorizaso of the opinion that no "minor tion" has been obtaind from the
offenses" should be kept on a director of resident students.
Minor offenses (those calling
student's permanent record.
Possibly as a result of the A&S for a fine, reprimand or threeSenates' move to place students day suspension) would be handled
on the A&S EPC, the committee by the "appropriate school offion university standards has af- cials within the university." A
firmed the right of students "to student may appeal one of these
participate in all discussions lead- decisions to a "student appeals
ing to the establishment of edu- board," which would be made up
cational policy and matters re- of two students, one faculty
lating to curriculum and degree member and on administrator.
requirements." The committee A committee on Student Contherefore recommended that duct will handle all offenses re"Boston College should recognize sulting in major penalties. This
this right by speedily providing... committee will be comprised of
student representation on the Ed- appointees of the Faculty Council
ucational Policy Committees of and the president of the univerthe various colleges of the Uni- sity. At a hearing of this board,
versity." However, the committee the committee suggests that "the
makes no distinction between burden of proof rests upon the
voice and vote on these policy disciplinary officer who brings

After six S-hour discussions, the
Subcommittee on Campus Environment presented a substantial
list of suggestions at Round Hill,
covering the spiritual, social, and speaker.
cultural aspects of campus life.
The cultural area received a
Student Government
total of 20 recommendations and
observations. The committee The key word in the report sub- the senates into "student forums."
noted that "The facilities for stu- mitted by the subcommittee on some? (sic) students have not
dents to demonstrate talent and student government is "stream- lost the capacity for religious beexercise their cultural interests line." While other subcommittees
committees.
the charge."
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
are inadequate." Also mentioned called for various additions to the
bureaucarcy,
administrative
the
faculty-student
was "a lack of
involvement in developing a cul- thrust of the student government
report was toward reducing dutural environment."
Communications
Recommendations included a plication of effort as student government
enters
what the subspecific plan for a planning comcompatible with our definition of rights and 1
The sub-committee on communications demittee to explore possibilities for committee feels will be a transilivered a five-part report compiling all of the obligations of editors and publisher."
a Fine Arts Center on campus; tional stage.
Additional channels of communication:
8
recommendations which had been made public
more emphasis on the cultural The transition is essentially a
a) a complete and comprehensive univerat its open hearings during the semester.
awareness and background of the period of waiting until the faculty
sity gazette published at least once a week by H
Role and function of campus newspaper:
incoming freshmen ;and a more status is definitely determined. |
a) impartially report news of university.
the administration listing all upcoming aca- g
adequate means of advertising Currently plans are underway for
b)
forum
for
demic and social events and serve as principal »
provide
open
opinion
student
campus,
e.g.
cultural events on
a the establishment of a faculty
vehicle for issuing statements of administra- ft
section in The Heights, and an il- senate which would phase out the j and that of ether members of the university.
c) be an expression of the editorial opinion
tive policy.
m
luminated centrally located bul- four faculty councils.
b) a new student publication (magazine) to g
of its student editors.
letin board. The committee also
Once this senate is established,
g
The report stressed that editorially the supplement The Heights.
noted that present library facil- the subcommittee felt, the idea
c) re-examination of WVBC with an eye m
| newspaper does not need to be representative
ities are inadequate and urged de- of students being integrated into
toward increase in budget, expansion of facil- p
a joint faculty-student university ! of overall student opinion, but that the paper
velopment in this area.
; itself, by virtue of the fact that all students ities and investigation of the possiblity of g
Concerning the social dimension, senate could be studied more ef| have an opportunity to serve on it, represents obtaining an FE educational license. (The com- w
topics ranged from social events, fectively.
mittee stressed the need to move quickly in If
| overall student opinion.
management
meantime,
In the
the subcomcalendars, and
of
; Rights and obligations of the publisher, edi- this area, especially in studying the FM g
contracts for professional enter- mittee called for:
license.)
m
| tor and faculty advisor:
tainment, to physical conditions in ?a constitutional convention in
a) publisher has the right to demand stud) publication by the university of a total g
cafeterias and lounges. The group the fall of 1967 to convert the
; dent editors adhere to standards of professional university directory containing all faculty, ad- g
made recommendations regarding Campus Council into a student
senate.
i journalism. Publisher must not interfere with ministration and students (names, addresses B
Representatives
social
would
be
establishment of a
commd phone).
fi
mission to regulate a social cal- elected at large from each school ; >r censor publication.
f) granting recognition and funds to Spec- g
b)
obligated
similarly:
they
editors
are
must
proportionate
on
a
basis
with
the
sponendar and supervise the
trum, the recently piloted journal of ideas.
remain free of censorship, yet they must adsoring of events and long-range president and vice-president elechere
standards
of
professional
to
journalism
g) revision of student handbook, with idea of H
university-wide
ted in
races.
planning of social events.
and utilize the publication for the "purpose for increasing information contained.
The recommendations in the
The senate would take over
h) development of a plan to make The g
which it was established."
spiritual sphere were based larg- most of the roles of the council,
c) the faculty advisor is to serve as advisor
Heights financially and organizationally auton- m
ely on a position paper published but would have the advantage of
to the editors, and to serve as liaison to editors omous from the university. (No target date was g
last December by committeeman additional members. It would opand publisher. The editors, not he, is ultimately
given for the initiation of this autonomy.)
erate
as
a
legislative
body,
with
Gallagher,
Rev. John
S.J. Directresponsible to the publisher for the publication.
Bulletin Boards: The report termed bulletin g
or of Spiritual Activities. It was committees and commissions set
Establishment
of
Publications
boards
up
ineffective, but recommended that ex- B
care
differBoard:
The
taking
it,
under
of
observed that "While (many?
report stated that "theoverwhelming recomisting boards be retained and divided into g
Reflecting the change that has al- ent administrative areas of stumendation of the committee is against the college boards (under each dean) and univer- g
ready taken place in the A&S dent life.
report stated that "the overwhelming recomsity boards (under Director of Student Per- B
?a constitutional convention in
Senate, the subcommittee recomtermed
the
of
the
board
insonnel Services.)
report
"superfluous
g
fall
1967
in
each
of
and
the
mended that these forums restrict
their activity to planning academ- four colleges to convert each of
ic and cultural projects within
Well-Being
their schools. The subcommittee
also recommended that the forFocusing on designing an environment which would assure the central SAGA office, for all the universities at which the food
ums meet with their dean not less proper physical
and emotional development of students, the sub- service operates); the second, an environmental health officer, would
than six times each semester.
on student well-being delivered a five-part report to fall under the direction of the Director of Student Personnel Serv?Interclass councils: following committee
the Round Hill convocation.
ices and would inspect all food services, classrooms, bathrooms,
current recommendations, the
lounges, and disposal areas in the university.
subcommittee called for the abolThe need for a full-time counseling and psychiatric service has
Trying to improve the already existing system, the committee
ishment of the councils into a been pointed out for years, and the committee underscored and
social commission under the new expanded this idea in its report. The recommendations called suggested that a more efficient tray-bussing system be devised,
Student Senate.
for continuing the academic advisement and counseling units exist- that food handlers be required to have periodic physical exams
?Unification of the three resi- ing in each school, plus the institution of three new services: a and close supervision for personal cleanliness, and that at least
dent councils into a unified dorm general counseling center to aid students in adjusting to campus monthly meetings between representatives of the Councils of Resicouncil or commission under the life; services for emotionally disturbed students; training of coun- dent Men and Women and their respective food services be insured.
student senate. The commission selors (graduate students in the student personnel field) for work
The area of Student Health Services received lengthy treatwould exist to advise the senate, in the dorm areas.
ment in the 23-page report. The recommendations centered around
and each of the resident councils
for supervision of all university health servConcerning Food Services, the committee recommended that a proposed structure
would retain administrative auincluding the area of mental health, medical and nursing
ices,
two full-time positions be initiated to insure sanitary conditions and
thority over their areas.
and environmental health. The schema would set up a Dibalanced menus; SAGA was urged to maintain a dietician solely for care,
(each
BC
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
SAGA menu is currently made up by a dietician in the
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
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Conduct ommittee
C

Princpcleoslideath
rs' earing
these men did not choose to obey
the policy of the Office of Student
Personnel governing non-university speakers. These editors are
obviously not in agreement with
it. The university policy permits
an appeal. We can only wish that
these men had chosen to express
their dissent through the forum
of opinion which has been made
for them."

(Continued from Page One)

dent Personnel not less than 14
days before the event. Dean Flynn
added that if the request is disapproved, the organization may
appeal to the Speakers Appeals
Board.
Dean Flynn then called upon
Rahill to speak. Rahill said that
the editors had sponsored Baird
so that "the students could hear
for themselves what Mr. Baird
had to say, and form their own
judgments on his opinions. Six
days before the speech, we submitted a request for the lecture.
We asked that the 14 day rule
be waived since it had been
waived in the past under other
instances. We requested that the
format not be changed. We were
interested in having Mr. Baird
come as a lecturer.
Rahill said that on the day of
the Baird speech, Fr. Drury called
the editors into his office where
they found out for the first time
that the Baird lecture in the
Heights office would be a serious
violation of university regulations.
Rahill also said that Fr. Drury
had told the editors the punishments that they would be liable
to, and that they could have
Baird in the office for the sake of
interviewing him with only members of the Heights staff present.
Rahill added, "This was, for us,
anathema to the principles behind
inviting Baird. Fr. Drury's decision was, for us, the antithesis
of what we believed."
Concerning the Speakers Appeals Board, Rahill said, "Mr.
Mclntyre did not know who comprised the Speakers Appeals
Board. Its existence seemed to
be only on paper. When Fr. Drury
asked us to comply with univer-

Fr. Drury said that the editors
had been "betrayed by their
youthful idealism." Addressing
the committee, Fr. Drury said,
"Be sure that you may be judged
too lenient rather than too severe.
We ask that you choose to be
lenient rather than severe. We
ask this on behalf of the name
of this university which remains
unfairly accused. We recommend
that you do not alter the decisions on admission and financial
aid which we made many years
ago." Dean Flynn replied that
Fr. Hoey, Dean Flynn, Fr. Skehan
"It was never the intention of
"This committee will decide what action is to be taken."
this committee to disturb their
scholarship standing, the Heights,
John L. Mahoney, chairman of opinion and his actions which I opinions. This is a distinctadvance or their editorial positions."
the English Department; Rev. would consider irresponsible."
in the area of a Christian comWilliam J. Leonard, S.J., chairFr. Drury read from a state- munity. I think that we should The committee recessed withman of the Theology Department; ment prepared by the Association congratulate ourselves on the ad- out making a final decision on
and Professor John J. Sullivan, of American Colleges: "Students vance that has been made and the fate of the editors. After the
meeting, Dean Flynn said that
president of the Boston College should be allowed to hear any let the matter rest at that."
the final decision would come
chapter of the American Associa- person of their own choosing when
Dr. Carovillano said that he
tion of University Professors. Dr. the purpose of the speech is con- felt that the Educational Policy May 8 after the next meeting of
the EPC.
CaroviUano asked Dean Flynn sistent with the aims of the col- Committee
is the only legitimate
to
"I
punishlege."
added,
who is
decide what
He
believe that group which could make policy The whole proceeding was tapements will be handed out to the the speaker had forfeited his for
non-university speakers. Caro- recorded and the tapes are in the
editors. Flynn replied, "This right, not because of the belief villano said, "It's not even clear hands of Dean Flynn. WVBC, the
committee will decidewhat action he espouses, but because of the to me that really legitimate rules campus radio station, was refused
is to be taken."
actions he conducted in a similar have been violated." He added permission to broadcast the
Next to speak was Prof. Sul- university atmosphere."
that the EPC would probably dis- meeting.
livan. He quoted from the Winter, Dean Flynn asked if the par- cuss the incident at its next
Although the meeting was pub1965, issue of the AAUP Bulletin ticipants had anything more to meetings.
lic, many students who could not
which states: "Students should be say. Fr. Leonard quoted a stateFr. Drury made a final state- fit into the small conference room
allowed to invite and hear any
ment for the Office of Student waited outside for the duration
person of their own choosing.
Personnel Services: "To find our- of the two-hour meeting. During
Institutional control of speakers
aligned in opposition to the meeting, the students in the
selves
never
as
a
should
be used
device
men
these
is not an opposition corridors were heard singing the
for censorship." Dean Flynn rein which we take delight. We (Fr. "Mickey Mouse Song" and "Yelplied that the Subcommittee on
Drury and Mr. Mclntyre) were low Submarine." A few students,
University Standards, of which
both members of the admissions angry because the doors had been
already
he is a member, has
and financial aid committees locked from the inside, applied
made recommendations to the
when these gentlemen applied to bicycle locks to the outsides of
Round Hill conference based on
College. We have followed the doors. The locks had to be
Boston
the AAUP policy.
at Boston College cut with wire cutters before the
their
careers
Mr. James P. Mclntyre, assistgreat interest.
with
occupants of the room could
to
the
director
of
student
ant
leave.
disappointed
"We are
that
personnel, was the next person
to speak before the committee.
It was Mr. Mclntyre who had
originally denied the request for
the lecture because of procedural
violations.
Mclntyre said that he objected
to the facts that Raymond Mungo,
The North American Yachting Association is soliciting
Editor Rahill
summer job applications. Due to the results of a recent
editor of the BU News, was "We followed the principle which
scheduled to introduce Baird, and we thought was more important."
survey of sail and power vessels owners on the East coast,
West coast, Gulf area and the Great Lakes, applications
that a collection would be taken
from college students or graduates are being accepted.
for the payment of Mr. Baird's ment by the noted Jesuit scholar,
personal debt which he has in- John Courtney Murray, in regard
Employment for experienced as well as inexperienced
curred in his battle against to discussion of moral issues:
young men and women of good character is available. Faantiquated birth control laws. "As much freedom as possible
cility in cooking or child care is particularly helpful. Crewing
Mr. Mclntyre concluded, "Mr. with as few restrictions as posaffords the opportunity to acquire or sharpen boating skills,
Baird was not turned down be- sible." Fr. Leonard said, "Someand visit new places while earning reasonable income in
cause of who he was, what he thing may have been gained from
pleasant outdoor surroundings.
was, or what he had said, but this collision of interests. We are
TO APPLY: Send NAYA a resume using the form besimply because of procedural concerned with establishing a
low and your application will be reproduced and forwarded
difficulties."
to over 3,000 owners of large craft.
community.
Christian
There
Fr. Drury presented his side of should be a hearing of differing
NOTE: Our reproduction system requires that all
the story: "I felt that the deciresumes be clearly typed or printed using the exact format
sion was correct on procedural
outlined below including each item with appropriate numNinth Bryn Mowr
grounds. I felt personally that
ber (i.e. (I) John Doe (2) 1704 Main St.)
there was also a substantive
(I) Name (2) Address (3) Phone no. (4) Age (5) School
reason
in view of the greater
to
in (state general area(s)
(6) Available from
interests of the university. I dispersonal references
(8)
Previous
relevant
Two
(7)
experience
OPENS MAY 75
cussed with them their proposal.
(9) Preference (sailing or cruising, etc.) (10) Other pertinent
at 5 P.M.
I informed them that they could
facts (II) Two or more applicants wishing to work together,
May 16-18 at 10 A.M.
use the Heights office in a legitistate this preference.
mate pursuit of their journalistic
Send with $6 processing fee to:
MEMORIAL HALL
endeavors.
Harvard Square, Cambridge
"To accord him recognition as
North American Yachting Association
an invited guest of this university
Thousands of Good Books
1427
Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
was not in the best interests of
Bargain
Prices
Deadline April 22, 1967
this university because of his

YACHTING
SUMMER POSITIONS

Fr. Drury

'V/e ask that you choose to be
lenient."

regulations, he did not
mention the Speakers Appeals
Board."
Rahill concluded his testimony
by saying, "We believed that the
students and faculty of this university have the right to hear
whomever they want. We were
confronted then with which principle to follow. We had committed
ourselves to our concept of Boston College, that students at this
university have the same rights
as students at Harvard, Tufts,
Boston University, and Simmons.
We followed the principle which
we thought was more important.
At no point were we interested
in embarrassing the university."
Dean Flynn then called on Dr.
Robert Carovillano, chairman of
the Phi Beta Kappa chapter on
campus. Dr. Carovillano was one
of four faculty members present
to speak in behalf of the editors.
The other three included: Dr.
sity

...
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Arts & Sciences Self-Study conducted in
1963-64, the study responsible for the
complete revamping of the curriculum in
A&S and for the foundations of the present faculty representation of the Educational Policy Committees. Most recently
he has served on the Sub-committee on
Communications of the Study on Student
Life.
In all Dr. Mahoney has won a reputation on this campus for his tireless
unselfishness and unequaled statesmanship. His resignation as Chairman is
motivated by his desire not to allow the
job to become dependent on one man
and to bring in fresh ideas. Dr. Mahoney's resignation should not be considered
a loss for we feel that we can continue to
count on him in his role of scholar and
interested and active member of the Boston College community. For his efforts
we congratulate
past and future
him and offer our thanks.
?

Anindictment

?
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To the editor:
I would like to comment on the

pettiness.
the pretentiousness,
dishonesty, hypocrisy, childishsolely through the con- ness, self-righteousness, omnismall core of dedicated science, and infidelity I find in
the community in which I live. If
i

easy Truth of what is to make
our own. We wear buttons, collars, sandals, beards, three piece
suits, or nothing in order to attach ourselves outwardly to our
personalized, reformed reality.
Being too cowardly or too defensive to preach or look beyond
the myths and rituals, we have
allowed God to slip off unseen
into the corner of our cocktail
world where He is an out-group
member. We have become temporal and finitized ourselves,
taking ourselves out of the eternal continuum. We have allowed
meaning to pass out of our lives
and cannot endure our chosen

avoided through sii
and love, and aecej
here and now, but
the future, and we
way for direction.
is a community ir
through interrelat
themselves, others,
around them fron
well as the prese
paring for a futu
and now.
Definition, clari*
plification, and in&i
tasks of the con
whole. A medium

>

oOwunr'Hofbrau'
The Council of Resident Men has presented to Fr. Drury a plan to convert
O'Connell Hall into a campus center for
the upper campus. The plans call for the
main lounge of the present dormitory to
be converted into a Rathskeller which
would serve beer to students of the legal
drinking age. Also the various other
rooms would be used for color television
lounges and other forms of recreation
for all students. We feel that the plan
is an excellent one and deserves the most
consideration by the administration.
The creation of such a facility would
alleviate a most serious neeti on the
campus at present for some form of social activity. Students living in the
dorms simply have no place nearby they
can go, perhaps with a date, for a leisurely evening of relaxation. Consequently most regard the dorms as a sort of
barracks compound from which escape
is sought at every opportunity. This
sterile atmosphere leads consistently to
a feeling of resentment and frustration
towards the university as a whole. As

evidence witness the annual exodus of
the most imaginative of the resident students to apartments, even at the inconvenience that this type of living entails.
One expansion of the original proposal that we would like to see considered is
the possibility of involving the day student population in the undertaking.
There is a great possibility that their inclusion would lead to a greater participation on their part in the affairs of the
university.
There is little question that this type
of center would be" a success. A similar
experiment at Fordham, initiated last
fall, was very well received. A further
indication of what could be expected can
be seen in the popularity of the coffee
house, which has been most successful.
This relatively limited trial with its
meager resources is certainly an indication of the potential for on-campus entertainment. We congratulate the Dorm
Council and its president, Mike Mastronardi, for this imaginative and creative
idea.

or forgive or suffer.
Man has always had devices to
help him forget and escape; he
has always chosen sides from
which to throw rocks; he has always played his little games. Today's secularized, urban society
is no different. Like the youth of
Harlem who escape through racism and narcotics, form gangs,
and defend their turf, members
of our community escape and
seek refuge behind our uniforms,
behind our institutions, behind
our in-groups, or through our petty politics, through our delusions
of grandeur and power, through
our bananas and pot, through our
endless, pointless card games
and seven day lost weekends. We
have lied to ourselves and hid
from ourselves. We change the

I

have made many well intentioned
movements go astray because we
don't live up to ourselves; but
rather use love-ins and be-ins,
etc.
as another simple way
to be In, to be one of the gang,
the mob, the underground of
soothsayers and guardians of
truth. We have committed ourselves in our ignorant omniscience to anarchism, socialism,

...

communism, republicanism, practical atheism, Catholicism, to the
bourgeois, to the bohemian, to
YAF, to the young Dems or the
young Reps, to SDS, to ourselves.
We have committed ourselves
and defined ourselves, truth, and
goodness all before we have
found ourselves.
The ridiculous issues which upset us so on campus could be

faThlt',s olks
This issue is the last one of the semester for The Heights.
We'll be back again next year, same time, same place.
Good luck in your finals and have a nice summer
The Editors

I

To the Editor:
I should like to request the courtesy of your column in order to
say a word about James J. Unger, Jr., who has served as Fulton
debate coach for the last three
years. In June he completes his
studies at the Harvard Law
School, and he assumes his duties
as Director of Forensics at
Georgetown Univ. in the coming September. His decision to
stay in college debate coaching
rather than to practice law as a
full time profession surprises nobody who is familiar with Jim's
dedication to the teaching of skillful practice in argumentation and
debate.
When, in 1964, he graduated
from B.C. and entered law
school, I was able to relinquish
my duties as debate coach and
turn over much of the responsibility for the Fulton Society to
him. Unger had, of course, been

the outstanding American inter- the best researched attack on the
collegiate debater of the 1962-1964 debate circuit. That's Unger*s
period, and he brought both de- trademark."
bate experience and"know how"
to his coaching job. Even more
The coach has devoted endless
significant, however, has been the time as well to the other speech
enormous time he has given to activities of the university. He
coaching the Fultonians, for he has handled the debate competihas averaged eight hours a day, tion at the annual Boston College
seven days a week, during much Invitation Forensics Torunament
of the academic year. Indeed his for several years, helping to indedication to his job has become crease debate attendance from
something of a legend in Ameri- thirty-eight teams in 1964 to 138
can college debate circles and teams in 1967. He has given innone has been surprised at the valuable assistance in the annual
results that he has achieved. In Boston College Speech Festival
two of the most recent three and has seen to it that two rankseasons, a Fulton team has won ing high school teams stage an
an invitation to the National In- excellent contest on these occatercollegiate Debate Tournament, sions. This kind of dedication, if
an honor that goes annually to rare, has produced one resultonly thirty-six collegiate debate excellence.
groups out of the more than five
hundred organizations seeking the The Fulton Debating Society has
distinction. His novice (Frosh) never been a large campus organteams have also been outstanding, ization; however, its members
for example, a B.C. team, at the have brought honors to their uniclimax of the present season, tied versity for nearly a century. Since
for third place in the United 1960 the Fulton record has been
States at the National Tourna- especially outstanding, and Jim
ment held recently at the Univer- Unger has worked tirelessly to
sity of Chicago. As Professor achieve this result. Boston Colthose of a rightist extremist. The
George Ziegelmueller of Wayne lege, its university community
Heights editors in inviting him
State University, President of the and the Fultonians are indebted
here are openly sponsoring a for- American Forensic Association to him for this.
um for rightist anarchy. Fr. puts it, "When a Boston College
John Henry Lawton
Drury by the very nature of his team enters a debate, the oppoFaculty Advisor
The Fulton Debating Society
office cannot acquiesce in anar- sition knows that they must face

To the Editor:
The Heights-editors-Baird case
has caused more fuzzy thinking
than usual around here, and such
is quite a record, for BC seethes
with fuzzy thinking. This issue

atheistic-etc. insurgents around
here reject this viewpoint let
hich people
them insurge all they want to. I
learn of
tend to like insurgents. But they
j me world
have no right to impose their inte
in spite of all the hub-bub has surgency as the governing philwhile pre- nothing to do with ACADEMIC osophy
of this institution and de- chy.
time here freedom. It is a simple issue
mand that it cease to be Catholic.
As a non-extremist myself, to
whether Boston College is a Cathion, exem- olic and Jesuit university or not. Finally, the editors of The whom both the totalitarian liberjon
the Pope Paul VI on at least five oc- Heights, in this issue at least, al left and the anarchical right
as a casions within the past two years have shown that they tend in the are equally repugnant extremes,
)r effective has
requested, pleaded, OR- direction of rightist extremists, I would, however, urge: no puni has not DERED that do-it-yourself ideas, not the leftist extremists they are ishment for the editors. We all
et, and this trial balloons, opinions, practises thought by many students to be. have our special favorite sins
blame for on birth control CEASE public A good example, n'est-ce pas, of which somehow or other we must
ite phrase) hoisting until he has acted upon les Extremes se touchent? Leftist square with God. If one of The
specialties is disluman staff the definitive report of his com- extremists (communists, social- Heights editors'
1( Heights mission to study birth control. ists, nazis, statists, liberals, etc.) obedience to the Pope, that is
the lowest Catholics are bound in conscience stand for total or strong central their responsibility. They are
imunity as to give at least some reasonable government, with law and regula- semi-dry behind the ears. We
ministration degree of heeding to the Pope's tion snooping into everything or should not stand in judgment to
them.
inhibited in demands. Jesuits in particular almost everything. Rightist ex- punish
tend
hand,
on
the
other
tremists,
ng by stu- are bound by a unique relation1 take my stand unconditionally
vested in- ship of filial obedience to the to reject law and order, make on the side of Fr. Drury but
Pope. I do not see how Fr. Drury every man law unto himself, and equally unconditionally plead for
veer toward anarchy. Mr. Baud's non-punishment of The Heights
u-ound with had any choice in the matter.
tactics ffauntingly to break laws
lt this is a
Editors.
agnostic- he does not like are anarchial,
If
Protestant
Jewish
Vincent A. McCrossen
langes are
hut the den look that

, university
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you want now fn
you want it, if you
Truth through nor

pragmatic and res
path to seek it.

All that is asked
love.
<
But we can feel
If we can see
beyond the goto
past the other
hill,
If we can hear
truth in the tre
wisdom from tl
If we can feel
sorrow for my
pain for my Si
If we can taste
sweetness in lt
bitterness in sj
If we can smell
beauty in the

uve

,w includes
yje

TributeU
oJm nger

theAba
ou narchists

jg honesty,

)ce

come a university
tinuing work of a
\u25a0
people.
At times one may wonder how these tthese statements themselves
people find the energy, and the optimism, ? sound pretentious, I am sorry;
to continue working in one committee ibut these things have bothered
after another while much of BC remains i me enough to make me speak,
secure in its provincialism. But we share ibecause Western man is a thorthe hope which motivates these people: oughly socialized creature, dethat this university will take advantage pendent and responsible in his
of the gradual maturing process that is psychological and ethical nature.
taking place. The Supercommittee mem- More is demanded of a Western
Bodhisattva than an Eastern one
bers deserve our thanks.
community exprcs
While the reports submitted at Round before each patch of concrete rebeen provided for a
Hill are preliminary ones, they do indi- flects its infinite proportions. Here
intri- consequences.
is a misfortune 8
cate what might result from Supercom- life is falsely made more living
and
On our campus we stand off which (an inappro
complicated,
cate
and
mittee's work. The quality of the reports
in foolish lies with the all to
varies greatly, showing that some sub- and loving demand more than against one anothercommittees,
councils,
cabinets,
sleeping,
eating,
and
merely
of the (opinions
committees never get off the superficial
tired, hun- boards, clubs, and groups. We which is intended
when
one
is
drinking
others,
notablevel in the investigations;
in
audience in the
ly the 1 subcommittee's on University gry, or thirsty. They demand also hold ourselves contemptuous
dishonesty.
thirst
for
atour
Mountains
rise
that
a
and
hunger
well as with theStandards and Student Government, have
us. who may havetxs
come up with some long-needed changes. tached involvement be satiated out of mole hills, crushing
Little is acccmplished. (What is their honesty all
through some form of action.
University Standards, for example, Delusionment. Self-induced de- good, what is changed, is so be- dent
childishness i
layed heavy stress on the freedom and lusionment is what has kept a lot cause there are a few who are
terests.
individuality of all members of the uni- of us from ourselves and from honest and realistic enough to
versity, and the concomitant responsibili- others. Accepting the illusion for realize that things can be done Anyone who look
ties. It is a statement generally un- reality is an easy pitfall for an well, simply, quietly, and honest- open eyes can see
matched by Boston College as a com- omniscient whether he be under- ly once the Truth of what is, and transitional age.
happening and fas
munity.
ling or overlord, whether the illu- what should be, is accepted.)
mands for change
As needed as the structural changes sion be chemically, religiously, Others among us fight, libel, and even faster. When
are, they are only a first step; the im- socially, or pedagogically in- carry on the myth. We have sur- New Regime or N
plementation of the recommendations duced. Defense mechanisms keep rendered our freedom to an anti- matured into the (
may be up to Fr. Walsh, but the level of us from finding ourselves and establishment establishment of Old Breed, there w
maturity at which this university oper- finding ourselves in others. Our pot-not-cocktail party allegiances that plague them
ates can only be chosen, individually, by defenses have made us small and as well as to the establishment as it is.) Changes
petty. We no longer love or give proper and the status quo. We
the people and this university.
time. You can h

With last weekend's Round Hill conference came the beginning of the end
for Super Committee; it only remains for
the Executive Committee to synthesize
and finalize the reports and for the
President to implement the recommendations.
But the irony which surrounds the
subcommittee's semester-long work is
that it will remain only a beginning. The
problems which faced BC at Supercommittee's inception are still here, and
don't show any signs of leaving just because one hundred and twenty-five pages
of reports are dumped in Fr. Walsh's
lap.
The work that the seemingly everpresent committees, particularly Supercommittee, continue to do is progress on
the most primary level. The jump from
this level, where structures are refined
and changed so that members of the
university can work freely towards their
own educational goals, to the next level,
where this possibility is taken advantage
of, is much larger than the step which
Supercommittee has taken. Like so many
other catalysts for change in society,
Supercommittee can only hope to be a
first step; true change can only come
about on a broader, yet at the same
time, more individual level.
The process of maturation will never
be accomplished through committee
work; ultimate responsibility for the progress of BC can only rest with the individual members of this university. It is
unrealistic to assume that BC will be-

accSlihqouueld ontrol?

To the Editor:
Since the spring of 1966, subtle changes have been taking place
in the caves below the Eagles' Nest. These changes have manifested themselves in the adoption by The Heights, a student publication, of a strongly slanted point of view on issues of political
and social significance.
Under the avant-garde leadership of Messrs. Waldron, Egger,
and Rahill, a liberal and sometimes biased stand has been taken
on issues such as Vietnam, SDS, and the Baird controversy. As
editors of a newspaper, these gentlemen have operated under the
protection of the freedom of the press, and rightly so. At the same
time, however, they have appointed themselves the trumpets of
the opinions of the students of this campus, in so far as the general public is concerned.
When the editors of a student newspaper have acted in such
a high-handed manner, university administrators have found it
necessary to require the paper to become a self-supporting operaation (witness the BU News). The Baird controversy has brought
the situation in The Heights' editorial offices into the open. Both the
students and administration must decide if a small clique, closely
associated with a political group, is to run the student forum of
opinion, or whether some new and more representative system of
editorial control should be initiated. No single political group should
be permitted, nor should it desire, to control the one real and effective voice of student opinion.
Gerald K. Kelley
A&S '66, Law '69
P.S.?Best of luck to Mr. Egger next year at Vale; he will need it.

focrthsceAla ollege
At the end of the present academic
year Dr. John Mahoney will complete
his five year term as Chairman of the
English Department During his time in
that office he has built the department
into one of the strongest, most vibrant
and popular ones on campus. As all who
have dealt with him, students, faculty,
and administrators, know his reputation
for fairness and efficiency.
But Dr. Mahoney's influence on this
campus extends far beyond the English
Department. Over his many years at
Boston College, he exhibited repeatedly
a willingness to exert himself far beyond
what was required in the interests of
the school. He has been most active in
the long and sometimes discouraging
struggle to increase the faculty voice in
the administration. The list of committees on which he has served is endless
and his contributions inestimable. Most
notably he served as Chairman of the
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joy in the mou

If we can love,
Because we can.
To err is human
We are human
Therefore we en

i

Dou
n'tgive p

e upcoming
Breed has
Regime or
demands To the Editor:
0 ( guch is
The BC campus witnessed an unusual spectacle on May 1.
lo come in Gentle Monday attracted a large number of students to Bapst Lawn,
» whatever which was the site of considerable fanfare celebrating the arrival
whomever of Spring. Colorful decorations and free refreshments were pregt desire in sented for the enjoyment of all. The weather itself cooperated by
|y and are providing a perfect day.
After the coronation of the Spring Queen, perhaps the most
tic in your
noteworthy event of the day occurred. Stemming, evidently, from
a rather disorganized methodof passing out the refreshments, doughhonesty and
nuts were suddenly thrown around by a number of people, with
many hitting the girls in the procession as well as numerous enter,py
tainers and bystanders. The situation was very regrettable.
I don't think the instigators of the bombardment can be exon(f the sun
erated even in the spirit of good fun. Those who fired in retaliafe Qf the tion are not completely blameless, either. Besides all this, many
decorations, which had been made with great time and effort, were
dogs,
rothers

ff>
y

ains,

I Pecorino

deliberately destroyed.
Afterwards, nearly everyone expressedregret that the occasion
was marred in such a way. A distressing number of these people,
however, dismissed the affair by saying "typical BC animals" and
laughing it off. Despite the fact that only a few people actually
caused the commotion, it seems that as long as a large number of
people fail to condemn such action, and perhaps silently approve
of it, Boston College must suffer from the immature action of a few.
On the other hand, the fact that a few concerned individuals
took the initiative to present Gentle Monday indicates that some
people are making the effort to raise the university's social status.
The general aloofness of the crowd also points to this. One can
only hope that the creative people who are able to organize such
affairs will not be so discouraged that they refrain from offering
their talents the next time. Only time will tell.
Mark Lance

A&S '70

To the Editor:

At last I understand the reason for the bumpy dialogue between
(hiss) administration and The Heights. Besides its fascist
attempt to suppress free speech, the administration is guilty of believing in (gasp!) objective truth. This belief is the key to the
problem, as it no doubt gives the administration delusions of power.

the

When I mentioned this to my (shudder) Theology prof, a typical Jesuit, he answered with a strange quote. "I shall tell you
the truth, and the truth shall free you." My God! How authoritarian can you get! Alas, with this type of attitude how can we,
the enlightened, ever convince the administration that it is wrong.

,

I close with the fond hope that the administration will someand make
day recognize the existential realities on campus
?

them wash and shave.

John D. Millerick
A&S '69

More 'University Standards'
To the Editor:

about political affiliation, but it formation. Furthermore, the presThe final report of the Commit- must never compromise the stu- ent academic registration procedtee on University Standards, of dents' intellectual choice by pre- ures require the student to dewhich I am a member, omits a scribing a course of studies.
scribe his religious beliefs by
section elaborating the discussion
Required core curriculum cours- definitions to which he may not
of racial bias, political affiliation, es in philosophy and theology may subscribe; two choices are given
and religious persuasion. Passag- not be excused as "general educa"Catholic," "non-Catholic."
es which I originally wrote were tion" or "the liberal arts tradi- Most probably the university's dedeleted because I was unable to tion" because too frequently they finition is based on habits of atreword them to the satisfaction of are simply instruction programs tendance at orthodox church servall the committee membersFear- in orthodox Roman Catholic doc- ices, but this bears little releving that they will remain unmen- trine. A true general education ance to an individual's faith comtioned because of their ommission core curriculum might provide for mitment, and no reflective individfrom the printed report, I am a given number of credits in phil- ual should submit himself to be so
raising the questions I feel are osephy or in religious studies, but confined.
significant enough to receive pub- to force students into specific disTo guarantee students their inlic discussion.
ciplines of philosophy or to delimit dividual rights of free choice, the
Present university policy de- religious studies to only one de- student charter, being prepared
termines the student's status ac- nomination is hardly "liberal" by the University Standards Comcording to his acknowledged relig- and certainly not educative.
mittee should abrogate the univerShould the university request sity's authority to circumscribe
and this must not be.
ion
If the university proclaims itself this information for reasons of students' curriculum on the basis
to be a society for free and open general interest (e.g. a census of their religious beliefs.
inquiry it has no right to demand type question) the student is free
To assert their individual rights
of its students (or prespective stu- not to divulge his religious denomof
free inquiry and expression and
ination,
as he need not reveal his
dents) information about their resupport student charter, stuto
ligious persuasion when this in- political affiliations. When the unidents
should refuse to answer the
formation will be used to force a versity demands this information registration form question asking
curriculum,
the
design
to
student's
predetermined
curstudent into a
"Catholic," "non-Catholic?"
riculum. The data may be of thereby removing his right of free
William McCahUl
personal
the
student
has
a
choice,
some sociological interest, as
A&S '68
would, for example, informatiop obligation to refuse to give the in?

?
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Monday, onday...
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To the Editor:

To the Editor:
Whereas it has been my wont and four years (the approximate that you might still amend your
for some several centuries to rise age of your university), on the ways. Until such time as approfrom the nether regions to bring
are made, I find
first day of May, be an island of priate changes
the company in Hades much betpeace to a foolhardy world, and
cold
winter's desolation and
deWhereas, of late, my troubles spite the condition of the sur- ter than the company at Boston
produced
naught
have
but an in- rounding area.
College.
Persephone
crease in beer-can littering, inThis declaration has been
Goddess of spring,
gracious reveling and drunken
brawling, and
brought forth after severest provGonzaga Region, Hades
Whereas in my most recent and ocation and is desired in the hope
Mell Drohan
most energetic attempt to introduce spring with a fanfare and
joy befitting such an occurrence,
having concentrated my attentions
on Greater Boston; I, the very
goddess of spring, was tastelessly
To the Editor:
received, discourteously treated
was precisely what was least in
and even assaulted with the very Although this letter is being
written with the events of Gentle evidence: the spirit of love was
gifts that I bore you.
specifically rejected by those who
Therefore be it resolved that, by Monday still nauseatingly fresh in
to allow Gentle Monday
refused
imperial order of Pluto, for a pe- mind,
it is not intended as a criti- to be celebrated in a peaceful atriod of not less than six months cism of those events. Crude commosphere of unity.
nor more than twelve months, ments and gestures were made;
More important than the stuyour blighted section of Massa- a few
boys with long hair were
chusetts shall be without spring subjected to the usual smears; pidity which this particular situation demonstrates is the truth
and ensuing summer.
there was a lot of pushing and
Be it also resolved that, as the shoving, and a lot of people were (though not objective) which it
students of your university return hit with donuts. All this belongs points up. There are students at
to their homes, this forfeiture of to the long-standing tradition of Boston College who feel no comspring's benefits shall follow after the grammar school mentality at
them for the prescribed sentence Boston College.
in a circular area of ten meters
The whole spirit of Gentle Mondiameter.
Be it further resolved that the day was intended to be one of To the Editor:
area of Bapst lawn shall, in re- friendly unity and happiness Maybe, sometime, at BC, when
membrance of your shameful con- shared between all members of a group of students, faculty, and
duct, for a period of one hundred the university community. This administrators work together and

"Only one cut on the album

could be classified as a failure.
'Back Door Man,' which just fails
to capture the guts and true
bluesy feeling of the Blues Project version." I suppose you're one
of those people who claim the
Paul Butterfield Blues Band and
The Blues Project play better
blues than Muddy Waters, Howlin'
Wolf, and Sonny Boy Williamson

m
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Jsunior how

Yousdi ucceed
ByJOHNGOLDENSKI
Features Editor

It is not an exaggeration to say that this year's
Junior Show surpasses any other theatrical endeavor presented by campus organization in recent years. In performance, competence and professionality "How To Succeed In Business Without
Really Trying" attained near perfection.
No amout of adjectives can adequately describe
the flawless performance. It is difficult to decide
which person to congratulate most since all the
actors were exactly suited to their parts.
"Chip" Auker, as J. Pierrepont Finch,
played a most convincing precocious young
hero. His singing ability is also an obvious reason for his playing the lead. "Chip" has the
perfect combination of acting and singing capabilities necessary for the role.
Jane Larchez, as the indomitable heroine Rosemary, complements "Chip" well yet comes off in
her own right, especially in their scene together
in Bigley's office.
"Bravo" is the only thing I can say for Richard Deßusso who "lived" the part of the villainous Bud Frump. Rich kept the audience on the
edges of their seats with a humor which he added
to the part. His contortions and facial expressions
completed a perfect character presentation.
If I ever owned a company, Alan Borsari
would be president just for the hell of it. It's
hard to believe that anyone could have done
the part of J. B. Bigley better.
"Wow is the immediate impression Elaine Nelson, as Hedy Laßue, makes. She is undoubtedly
the most qualified person to play the part. Her
characterization fulfilled the script exactly.
Besides the major roles, the supporting cast

made the production a complete success on stage.
Music, acting, and dancing were done equally
well and made the show most professional.
Offstage, choreographer Michele Lentine deserves special lauds for the exact and stimulating dancing of the whole cast, particularly in
the pirate scene.
Music Director, John Trapani coordinated the
orchestra with his usual finesse and zest. The
score was interpreted to give maximum support
to the cast, yet in the overture and interludes the
group came through in concert style.
Musical credits are also due for Phil Martel
who directed the choral aspects of the production.
His years with Dr. Peloquin have proved fruitful.
The cast sounded professional.
I wish it would be possible to give individual
congratulations to every member of the cast,
and production staff.
One more congrat, the most important, is on
order, however. Whatever enthusiasm and enjoyment the show created in both the staff and the
audience are directly attributable to the director,
Phil Di Belardino. Through the months of work,
Phil has not only held the show together, he has
been the person who finally brought to Boston
College a production which rivals the professionals, as well as comparable college groups.
Every member of the cast is qualified and does
an excellent job, but it took Phil's production genius to put them together and create a beautiful
and memorable performance.
All that can be said is "Congratulations," you
really tried and you did succeed.

punction to respect the rights of
their fellow students. The point
is: how can we seriously demand

that the administration acknowledge our rights, as students, to
free expression of opinion and inquiry when members of our own
peer group refuse to acknowledge
these same freedoms to their fel-

n.

When will the ignorant masses
stop proclaiming the worth of socalled "blues bands" without ever
having heard of Robert Johnson.
I was present when Muddy Waters was asked whether he thought
the Blues Project were a blues

he emphatically answered
"No," a big fat unqualified no.
Either Steve Mazur has never
heard Howlin' Wolf do "Back
Door Man" and/or he doesn't
know what blues is. The Blues
Project are a bad rock group trying to pass themselves off as a
blues group. If you want to make
a comparison with a tree, you
don't use a weed. If you want to
make a comparison with blues,
you don't use the Blues Project.
In closing, I must add that this
column is an example of the
super-TRIVIA that appears on liner notes. People who believe liner
notes are in serious trouble.
group

lows?

Donald L. Lynch
Ed '69

T. J. Law '68

Monday, onday...
M
devote time, effort, (and money) What if they held a victory
towards something intended only dance and no one showed up?
Michael Monahan A&S '69
for people's enjoyment, the "aniBob DempkowsW A&S '69
mal" mentality of certain memRichard Jaeger A&S '67
not
body
will
bers of the student
Leonars W. Lazarik A&S 70
make itself painfully obvious.
Patrick H. Byrne A&S '68
Maybe
John Molloy A&S '69
However, several hundred peoGeorge O'Toole A&S '69
ple did show up last Monday on
Timothy Kearhs A&S '69
Bapst lawn expressly to enjoy
Dennis J. Bromka A&S '69
food, dancing, singing, kite flying
Bob Hendler A&S 70
?just to have fun on a beautiful,
Richard G. Bruno A&S '69
warm spring afternoon. Despite a
Louis Buckley A&S 70
few unpleasant occurrences, these
Anthony Peters A&S '69
people enjoyed that afternoon.
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Cohangtfiheguard
By

BOB O'NEIL

Editorial Page Editor

Three instructors of the Boston College Reserve Officer Training Corps unit
will be moving on to new assignments at the end of this year. Included in the group
is Colonel John L. Murphy, the current Professor of Military Science, Major Amona
K. Ho, and Captain Floyd J. Schafer.
Colonel Murphy is a veteran of
thirty-eight years in the armed
forces. He enlisted as a private

in 1935, and received his commission at the start of World War
n. While in the service, Colonel
Murphy earned degrees from the
Massachusetts Military Academy
and Northeastern University.
As an officer in the Corps of
Engineers, Colonel Murphy has
had some very interesting and
demanding assignments. During

World War H he served with the
combat engineers in the Pacific
Theater. After the war he had
tours of duty in both Europe and
Asia. While in Germany Col. Murphy was commander of a Construction Battalion, and in Korea
he was the Engineering Operations officer for the 2nd Logistical Command.
Colonel Murphy cites his participation on the Army Staff in
Washington, D.C. as one of the
highlights of his career.
Colonel Murphy came to BC in
the summer of 1364, and of his
three years here, he says it was
a "most rewarding and satisfying" experience. The ROTC program at Boston College, according to Colonel Murphy, is far
ahead of other colleges in this

body also comes under Major
Ho's praise. Of them he says:
"They are tops in my book.
They have an appreciation for
discipline and discipline is important in life."
Major Ho has no regrets about
going to Vietnam. He volunteered
for it. As he puts it: "As a career
officer I feel I should support our
government's policy to the best
of my ability."
About the course of the war in
Vietnam, Major Ho is optimistic.
"I feel we have gained the upper
hand, and barring intervention

be. It is Vietnam.
Major Ho came to BC in the
fall of 1965, and has called his
stay here the "most enjoyable"
tour of duty he has had. He cites
the outstanding people he has
worked with as the reason for

this.
The BC cadets, according to
Major Ho, are "top-bracket,"
both in their outlook and their
appreciation of the values and
obligations of an Army Commission. The rest of the BC student

COLONEL MURPHY

other communist countries
we will keep it."
Captain Floyd J. Schafer has
been at BC since 1364. His imBy PAUL BAIL
pressions of BC compare with
Features Staff
those of his fellow officers. He
Miss
Lillian
Willens,
instructor
Kai-shek
manifested
itself in a
school,
notes the discipline of the
and feels that it helps the stu- in French literature at Boston number of petty ways. Miss Wildents. He likes the idea that the College, was raised in the former lens mentioned that in Shanghai
people here "think things out French concession in Shanghai,
movie theaters the audience had
rather than going on wild ram- and attended the
Munici- to stand as Chiang's picture was
Ecole
pages."
pal Francais.
flashed on the screen to the acWhen asked about the ROTC
Chiange
companiment of the national anKai-shek's
Nationalists
and its position on college campuses,
Captain Shafer was allied with the Communists to them.
quite positive in his reply. On overthrow the Emperor and strip
"If there was anything that
the courses taught by the the foreign concessions of their characterized the Chiang governROTC, he cited statements by
extra-territorial rights.
ment during the post-war perOnce the Nationalists gained iod," Miss Willens said, "it was
power, Chiang massacred his corruption." The
rice purchased
Communist allies.
by the United States never reachMiss Willens spoke of the caled the starving Chinese masses.
lousness of people in Shanghai. Corrupt officials in the CNRA
Slums packed with sullen, starv(Chinese National Relief) used it
ing Chinese

Photo

cation for many college students, and numerically, helps
the army.
Although Colonel Murphy's tour
of duty at BC will end this year,
he has not as yet received any
orders for his next assignment.
The Colonel's major regret at
leaving is that he will be unable
to see the class of cadets that
entered with him graduate.
Unlike Colonel Murphy, both
Major Ho and Captain Schafer
know where their next station will

done this."

from

CAPTAIN SCHAFER

area. He bases his opinion on the
comments of other army officers
who have visited BC and the results of the annual inspection conducted by the Army.
When asked, if he felt that
the ROTC had a function of importance on a college campus,
Colonel Murphy answered yes,
and cited the dual role that
ROTC plays. It provides a vo-

tic about the war in Vietnam. He
feels that "eventually we are going to realize that to win this war
we are going to have to hurt people. Now we are attempting to
hit just military targets, but I
think it will be necessary to destroy some of their cities to make
them realize they have got to stop
their infiltration. We are losing a
lot of aircraft and dedicated men
trying to protect civilians. This is
to my knowledge the first time
in history a military force has

by Dave Flanagan

AND MAJOR HO
students that compare them
favorably with subjects taught
by the university. He also noted
that at BC the program is voluntary and very few academic
credits are given for it.
Captain Schafer is very realis

surrounded the forfor speculation. Every morning
eign sector with its gay nightthe streets of Shanghai were Utclubs. Prosperous Chinese busitered with bodies, which were
nessmen drove American autopromptly removed.
mobiles throught streets crowdMeanwhile Chiang's army
ed with beggars, prostitutes and
was fighting the Communist
rickshaw drivers. Miss Willens
remembers
seeing povertyguerillas in the hinterlands,
stricken Chinese wrapped with
with the aid of American money
straw to protect themselves
and weapons and American milagainst the cold. During the
itary advisors.
post-war inflation, speculation
became rampant.
But Chiang and the warlords
repeat the coup of 1927.
couldn't
"The politicians had become
The
Communists
had a base
separated from the mass of the
the
among
peasants;
they were
people," said Miss Willens. The
personal dictatorship of Chiang dedicated and were fighting for

PThInevasoifStud eople

(We promised last week that we would reveal
Naked Ned's final clash with Super Administrator
and disclose the names and identities of Super
Administrator, Cosmo Busiwork, and others. Keep
reading, here it is.)
The Greyhound bus station in Altoona, Pa., is

ICqO'1

WvCrx-

1

a

K
forlCehsina: y?
the people. In contrast, Chiang's
demoralized and poorly
paid. Military funds, like everything else, were being used for
speculating. Hence the army
sustained itself by looting and pilarmy was

fering.

Moreover, the rich were able to
buy their way out of military service, and the peasants conscripted
in their place didn't believe in
what they were fighting for. They
sold their guns to the Reds and
deserted at the first opportunity.
Government reports claimed victory. But when the wealthy Chi-

nese merchants and bankers began loading their cars and furniture onto transport ships bound for
Taiwan in April, everyone knew
the reports lied. The gay nightlife and speculation were over.
The city waited in silence. The
hungry masses were about to
speak. Miss Willens remembers
that during the last chaotic weeks
enough money was extorted from
the poor to build a bamboo fence
around Shanghai.
The People's Liberation army
walked quietly into the city.
There was no looting, no disorder. Except for a few Nationalists firing from rooftops, there
was no opposition. The populace was stunned. The Communists were disciplined, organized
and incorruptible. Speculators
were shot; speculation disap-

peared overnight.
Beggars no longer crowded the
streets during the day; corpses
no longer littered them at night.
By Joe Check
An anti-prostitution campaign was
a sorry looking place, but then Naked Ned was a launched. Factory managers anH
pretty sorry looking individual this Saturday after- petty officials accused of collabornoon. The station was small and grey, brightened ating with the Nationalists had to
only by the intermittent flash of a watch crystal make public confessions. Busior a diamond ring exposed to the flourescent ness including American oil comlights by Altoona's one and only second story panies was nationalized by chargman, who occasionally made a half-hearted at- ing tax rates that made private
tempt to fence last night's work upon some disin- ownership unprofitable.
terested traveller.
Miss Willens stayed until 1952.
Naked Ned was the prototpye disinterested Before she left her luggage was
traveler. He reeled disinterestedly across the searched and a picture of her
dreary floor, bounding off fellow travelers with with her amah (maid-servant)
a disinterested "oops" on his erratic way to the confiscated. She believes this is
disinterested men's room in the far corner behind revealing of the extreme sensitiva sign reading "Don't be a Commie dupe, smoke ity of former semi-colonial peoChesterfield," with his head buried in a worn ples.
paper bound copy of Who's Afraid of American
On the basis of her experience
Degeneracy and an empty Thunderbird bottle she feels the Vietnamese war is
tied to his left wrist.
unwinable. "I would rather live
As he passed by, the shady salesman ap- in a corrupt democracy than an
proached him, "Hey buddy, need a watch?" In incorruptible dictatorship," she
succinct reply, Ned solemnly answered, "Uuurph." said. But to the Vietnamese corruption means starvation and foreign domination.
(Continued on Page Thirteen)
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GeM
ntl onday
was blue and?yes at last warm. Grass,
a big, square, little-green-chained lawn
for running, sitting, rolling, being, loving,
gentling. Cool and moist under bare feet,
it felt like May, and May felt like the
time to be alive and act it.
Two o'clock trumpets said you weren't
here, you were back then, fairytale time.
White tent, striped banners, maidens in
white, the queen smiling like the royal

blue Guinevere you always knew you'd

find.

And hundreds of people, some dressed
be-in human, many with ties. Flying
kites, tossing balloons, making music, a
twenty-part raga that lasts an hour and
a half.
The white telnt gave you Cokes and
donuts. The Lollipop Maiden gave you
lollipops. Somebody you don't know gave
you a jellybean or a flower. The first of
May gave you Gentle Monday.

Photos by Frank Fermino and Gerry Shea
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One of the most controversial aspects of the modern university is faculty
and institutional research. Universities and their faculties are devoting more and
more of their time, money and facilities to research projects. Many critics argue
that these efforts are misguided and should be channelled toward the traditional
role of the university, the teaching of its students.

f£y

?

The arguments are familiar.
On one side critics maintain that
universities devote too much time
and money to research that does
not benefit "the student. These
critics maintain that the research
is often detrimental to the student since it uses funds and energies which would otherwise be
.spent in teaching. On the other

Niwaekntdsup...
(Continued from Page Eleven)

The salesman passed on, and Ned passed out,
but his spirit was flying, and it picked his bloated
body up off the floor, returned the other half of
a round trip ticket to Menominee, Michigan, to
the agent in consideration of fourteen dollars and
thirty-four cents, and lofted it by the scruff of the
neck in a long rainbow arc that terminated on the

rolling, leaping, screaming, bounding, bouncing,
Ail-American, wall-to-wall, no-money-down,freehome demonstration, red-white-and-blue, starspangled, free-from campus of Heights U. in the
heart of Yahoo City, the town too old to die.
Not only on the rolling campus of Heights U.
did his spirit set his body down, but on that very
part of that same rolling campus which only and
solely was dedicated to the search for truth and
beauty through edification of the eye?(the Clyde
Q. Freedomp Memorial Rock.
Although coming down on the memorial rock
struck Naked Ned as a great honor and a rare
privilege accorded to few in the history of the
University, it also struck him on the head. He
reacted with stoic disregard for the limitations of
the body. From between clenched lips escaped a
scarcely, audible, patient, and resigned, "Go,
Man," as he walked swiftly and gracefully on his
hands towards the office of Super Administrator,
his long-time archrival and competitor for the
imagination and adulation of the masses, and,
more importantly, the affections of Miss Gentian

Violet.
Miss Gentian Violet was a legend in her own
time and an inspiration to all who knew her. She
could often be seen resolutely trudging around

campus, her flaxen hair, in charming disarray,
framing perfectly the innocence and candor of
her beguiling face. Miss Violet had formerly been
courted by none other than Zoomboomadiddy Le

Moscalero, famous bass man for the number one
singing group in Yahoo City, Felix Rackalackapackas and the Intestines.
Inside Super Administrator's office, all moved
smoothly. The Brain was being fed a constant
store of information and questions, and out the
hopper came answers to the problems which
plagued Cosmo Busiwork and his boss.
Super Administrator had solved most of the
problems at Heights U. He had effectively contained the activities of the Student Left in the
two weeks The Brain had been in operation. Casimir Sobieski was in a dilemma, his work had
come to a standstill, so Naked Ned had been
summoned back from his vacation on the exotic
streetcorners outside Sluggo's Bar in Buffalo,
New York.
As Ned walked through the door, Brain was
about to divulge the answer to the question which
pecplexed and occupied Super Administrator more
than any other. He had begun by asking the computer only easy questions. In simple steps he had
increased the complexity of the questions, building
up his confidence in the machine, until he dared
ask it his secret question, "How to succeed with
Miss Gentian Violet?"
As Naked Ned moved into the room, lights
flashed and the eerie mechanical larynx boomed,
"Brain Speaks. Here is the answer. If you wish
to win the favor of Miss Violet, you must resign
your position as an administrator here and become a saxophone player with Otis Redding's
band. It is the only way you can make her your
own."
Super Administrator heard, but he did not believe. How could he give up all that he had
worked at for so long? He had labored for years
to build his image in the University. He had become something of a name in academic circles.
His name was respected in the high chambers

of education across the country. And was he to
throw all this over to become a sideman in the
rhythm section of an Rand B band?
But the heart of Miss Gentian Violet was at
stake. This was the most difficult decision of his
life, and yet none of the decision-making criteria
he ordinarily used applied at all.
He called Cosmo Busiwork into his office;
consultation was necessary. He and Cosmo Decided that a committee had to be formed to
study the matter. The committee was ordered to
report back in a week.
Meanwhile, Naked Ned had been hidden behind
Brain. Realizing that this was his golden opportunity, he replaced a key punched circuit system
with the back of a rice crispies carton, thus rendering the computer useless, and stole away on
a secret mission.
One week later the situation was strange and
tense. Super Administrator had called a meeting
of the entire University in the Vulture's Nest.
Naked Ned had not been seen all week, and the
activities of the Student Left appeared to have
died. The students and faculty of the University
were filled with wonder and idle chatter as they
approached the doors to the Vulture's Nest.
Students were required to check all valuables
and their brains at the door. Faculty were allowed
to keep their brains, after they had signed a
sworn statement that they would not make use
of said brains while within the Nest.
At exactly 2:00 p.m., Super Administrator
mounted one of the tables in the Vulture's Nest.
"My dear students and distinguished faculty, I
have an announcement to make. I have decided,
on the advice of a committee, to step down from
my post here and become a saxophone player in
Otis Redding's rhythm section." This announcement was greeted with silence.
"Before I resign, however, I will reveal my
true identiy, and that of Cosmo Busiwork, my
henchman." All waited with bated breath. He
continued, "I, Super Administrator, am in reality?he paused dramatically?"l am in reality
Nifto P. "Slick" Garbeel, out of work cowboy
from Jackson's Hole Wyoming and a former
colander salesman in Muncie, Indiana before taking this job."
Several members of the faculty fainted dead
away. The students, being more resilient, merely
hurled donuts at several passing 5 year-old children to assert their superiority. The now-revealed
Garbeel held up his hand for silence, his reputation as Super Administrator still commanded the
crowd, "My friend and companion, Cosmo Busiwork, is in reality the renowned Llossllo Thurmond, any one of a dozen butchers from South
Boston." As a saxophone player in Otis's band,
I hope to win the hand of Miss Gentian Violet,
most sensitive and lovely co-ed at Heights U.
"Thank you all."
At this point, a commotion arose in the rear
of the Vulture's Nest. To the surprise of almost
everyone except Casimir Sobieski, who was asleep
under a table, in walked Otis Redding with his
entire band, singing and playing "Pain in My
Heart." In the rear of the troupe, staggering
badly but still blowing some solid notes, reeling
unsteadily in a short loincloth, walking shakily
while clutching the neck of a bottle of Thunderbird in a death grip in two fingers of one hand,
floating easily on the tide of the sound surrounding him, but still grinning insanely, irrationally
and with Miss Gentian Violet marching proudly
at his side, both supporting and idolizing him,
came Naked Ned, the Coconut Head. "OOooh."
said Super Administrator.
"Aaah." said Cosmo Busiwork. Naked Ned
looked, laughed, and said, quite calmly, "Go,
Man."

BOB ABRUZZO
Features Staff

hand, research must be done for
the advancement of human knowledge and the universities provide
the machinery to carry out successful research.
Dr. Walter Driscoll is Director
of University Research at BC.
The very fact that we have a research director with an office in
Gasson indicates the direction in
which BC is moving. Dr. Driscoll's office projects an increase
in funded research of about fifteen percent for the year 1967
and he is, in fact, moving into
a larger office over this summer.
Since the Office of University Research was founded four years
ago this month, the research
base has quadrupled and now
stands at one and a half million
dollars per year.
How does BC stand in comparison to other universities?
Our funded research budget is
$1.45 million per year, 131st out

ty-three hundred and the average is about five hundred. One
can see that BC does not yet
stand with the major research
institutions.
BC does have a growing research program, and much of the
credit for this goes to Dr. Dris-

coll and his staff. The Office of
University Research does the
"leg work" necessary to fund a
research program, it assists the
departments and their members
in procuring financial aid from
the government and private industry.
How does all this affect the
student? Students are involved in
some of the projects, but the extent does not appear to be great.
The students even help finance,
directly or indirectly, some of
the projects through their tuition,
since a quarter of the research,
five percent of the national average, is financed through the

universities listed in a school's own funds.
But should the student claim
taken by "Industrial
the
(April,
1967),
right to benefit from instituthe
Research
trade journal of the field. The tional research, or is it all part
largest schools, Chicago and of the advance of our society, of
California, stand at over $70 which the university is a part,
million per year. The average toward a better understanding of
is about $10 million. BC has the human experience? The trend
sixty-five full time research appears to be toward the latter
workers. The schools that top and we must decide now whether
the list have as many as twen- or not we really want it.
of 174
survey
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The Boston College
Class of 1968
presents

RAY CHARLES
In Concert

MAY 6, 2 P.M.

Roberts Center
Reserved and Unreserved Seats
All seats $3.00
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Paibintyg nspiration
BSTyEVSNODGRASS
Associate Features Editor

In the lower lounge of McElroy for five days last week, Mr. Ulrico Schettini created an abstract which he has entitled "Islands in the Sky." With students
and faculty passing on their way to and from the snackbar and sitting around or
standing staring, he arranged the paints to depict "brown, gray, and white rocks
fluctuating on a blue background."
When asked to describe his
he looks on every painting as
method, he contrasted it with a kind of adventure.
the
"traditional approach"
Mr. Schettini, an Italian,
which follows a preconceived executed the work as part of a
plan. When beginning a paint- thirteen week tour of the U.S.,
ing, he has only a "vague idea sponsored by the Association of
of what it will be like." He American Colleges. He visited
paints as the inspiration moves Boston College under the auspices
him. Because of his spontaneity of the Humanities Series which

Ulysses:

Joyce's
Utopstandard
Director Joseph Strick's movie
Ulysses had a number of factors
working against it before the
filming had even begun. First of
all, Strick had to face the enormous reputation and achievement
of Joyce's novel
how hard
would it be for a relatively unestablished director to match
the standards Joyce had set for
himself?
Second, Strick's directing style
would have to be all-encompassing in order to include all the
elements of Joyce's style, ranging from naturalism to surrealism.
Finally, Strick had to take into
account certain techniques of
Joyce's novel
interior monologue, for example
which,
though highly successful in prose,
would make for a relatively dull
movie.
Y. P. McKenna does a consistently fine job as the bullying
?

?

?

but comic Buck Mulligan.

Maurice Roeses Is less successful in portraying Stephen Deda-Ins, Mulligan's roommate.
Strick has considerably shortened the first fourteen episodes
of Ulysses (up to "Circe") and
has deliberately de-emphasized
the role Dedalus plays in Ulysses by shortening and sometimes eliminating most of the
episodes he figures in.
The camera work through the

?

?

?

(Continued from Page Six)
rector, of University Health Services who would coordinate all
health services, hopefully in a new center with expanded facilities
to accommodate all facets of a students' health needs. Also proposed in the recommendations was a University Health Committee, composed of students, faculty, and administrators, which would
advise the Director; an additional subsidiary group would be established to appraise the effectiveness of the health committee.
If implemented, the Health Services recommendations would
provide insurance to every full-time student. Along with this compulsory health service plan would go extension of health services
to all students. The added cost would be covered by a mandatory
health service fee.
Intramural athletic facilities came mi for a barrage of criticism
from the committee. Scoring the present situation as physically
inadequate and overburdened, and the staffing as "unsatisfactory,"
the recommendations suggested construction of a field-house in the
near future. In light of the low priority of a field-house in the
building development program, however, the committee listed such
stop-gap measures as the immediate installation of outdoor basketball and volleyball courts, longer hours for the present facilities,
and more Graduate Assistantships in Intramurals; recquired physical exams were also proposed for all students in intramural pro-

(Continued

from

Page Six)

lief, they have perhaps lost appreciation of the relevance of religion in their lives." The committee suggested that the community-type Masses at Chevrus
be continued and that more like
them be added; involvement of
students in more community experience; establishment of an information center posting times of
Masses and Confessions; introduction of discussion movies on
different aspects of life, emphasizing the social and liturgical aspects of religion on campus. The
committee also suggested that
more administrative help be afforded the University Chaplain,

its direct use of interior mono?

Well-Being

Campus Environment

The Proteus episode is also
cinematically interesting in that

Roeves' voice is tracked
first fourteen episodes combines logue
Stephen's walk on the
over
cutting
realism with fast
and
makes this particular
flashbacks. Most shots aren't beach
sequence one of the weak points
framed and the characters are
presented against large, light of the movie.
backdrops like the sky or the
In the Circe episode, which
white walls inside Martello Towdramatizes the drunken fantaer. New settings aren't faded in sies of Stephen and Leopold
but are cut into immediately. Bloom in a Dublin red-light
through the first district, Stephen's main fantaFlashbacks
are fast and sy is a striking sequence in
fourteen episodes
uncluttered. On the whole, the which his mother appears to
film editing is perfect.
him in a whorehouse.
In cutting a lot of the novel,
Strick has centered on Dedalus' The "hero" of Ulysses, however, is Leopold Bloom. Milo

Super-Subcommittees

grams.

bily
BDalton
guilt over his mother's death.
In the first scene we are shown,
in a flashback sequence,
Stephen's refusal to pray by his
mother's deathbed. In the much
shortened Proteus episode, Stephen again concerns himself
mostly with his mother's death.

O'Shea is flawless as Bloom.
Again Strick centers on guilt
Bloom's sexual guilt at not having touched his wife in ten years.
?

Strick also emphasizes Bloom's
sensitivity in contrast to the selfconsciously "he-man" attitudes of
most of the other Irishmen in
the movie. The clearest example
of this is at Paddy Dingham's
funeral in which Bloom stands to
one side quietly watching the
burial rites, while Stephen's father and his friends stand together irreverently joking about
the entire proceedings.
Bloom's flashbacks in the episodes preceding the Circe episode all deal with his sexual
guilt and his cuckolding by
Blazes Boylan. He continually
recalls one particular episode
in which Molly, his wife,
anxiously begs him just to
touch her. Throughout the day
he constantly runs into Boylan
and hilariously attempts to
avoid him.

The Circe episode, which cenperhaps a student assistant for
religious activities, and facilities ters mostly on Bloom's fantasies,
for cultural and spiritual involve- is one of the best sequences in
the whole movie. Bloom imagines
ment.
himself as the mayor of Dublin,
Student Government aa fiery leader of the proletariat,
great lover, an Arabian prince,
(Continued from Page Six) etc. Strick seems much more at
home in the surrealistic tech?Deans' Cabinets: the subcomnique of this episode and the
in
this
softly
area,
mittee treaded
Penelope episode than in the
conceding to each dean the right
naturalistic parts of the
to form a body of advisors if he more
movie.
so chose. They did, however, recommend the name of the "cabiBloom's most revealing fantasy
nets" be changed to "advisory is in his imagined physical inspection by a team of doctors in
bodies."
The only committee recom- full view of many of the other
mended by this subcommitteewas characters of the book. Bloom's
a joint faculty-student-administra- "feminine" qualities are pointed
tion committee to continue the out by the doctors who finally
study of reform in student gov- come to the conclusion that he
ernment.
is about to have a baby.

will decide the final disposition of
the painting. Besides BC he has
visited such places as Albright
College in Redding, Pennsylvania
and Idaho State University. At
most other schools Mr. Schettini
was only able to lecture and give
short demonstrations, but at BC
he finished an entire painting.
Because of the informal atmosphere, he looked on the observers
"as personal participants" in the
creative process and was happy
to depart from his usual routine
of studio painting.
Mr. Schettini noted that most

The last sequence, the Penelof the questions and comments
ope episode, is the most cinehe received were surprisingly
matically satisfying part of the
sophisticated. Often he felt, they
movie. Once again direct inwere too sophisticated. "Yon
terior monologue is used (Molly
should not approach the paintBloom's voice is tracked over
ing with the intention of finding
but
the
film)
images
the
the
on
screen are all suggestive of detailed symbolism, which is
there, because it can be underwhat Molly is talking about. At
stood by anyone, even without
various points in the movie,
art training," he observed.
the camera returns to Molly
Like most artists, Mr. Schettini
lying in her bed, but most of
was
somewhat reluctant to interthe incidents she refers to are
pret his work. He did say, howthe
and
screen,
dramatized on
ever, that it was dedicated to the
often Strick focuses on objects
(statues, etc.) which imply, world's astronauts, both Russian

and American, who have died in

what Molly is saying.
their attempt to conquer space.
Barbara Jefford as Molly is Perhaps the "islands" symbolize
excellent. One of her best quali- the extension of man's earth into
ties is her sexy voice which the sky. But everyone should
complements her monologue in formulate his own interpretation.
the Penelope episode, perfectly. That's what it's all about.

TO:

MEMBERS OF THE
BOSTON COLLEGE FACULTY
FROM:

BOSTON COLLEGE
UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
This program is designed to aid high

school students from low-income families
gain admission to college or some other
post-high school institution.
Faculty volunteers are urgently requested to help during the academic year
tutorial program. You would be asked to
meet with students who have shown an interest in your academic area. The number
of meetings would be determined by the
amount of free time available to both the
students and the faculty.
You are cordially invited to visit the
summer on-campus program which begins
July 5, 1967 and ends August 25, 1967.
If you are interested please call
the Upward Bound office at
332-3200, ext. 560 or 561
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IChN4MeA.E'rsay20
ByTS
OM UGRUE

Sports Editor

The biggest track and field meet to be held in New England this year will
take place on Saturday, May 20, as Boston College hosts the New England IC4A
Championships.
the Perm Relays he turned in a
46.8 quarter-mile running the
anchor leg on BC's second place
mile relay team. Walt Fitzpatrick
of Central Connecticut should be
events. Kavanagh's specialty (if Jeffer's most formidable opponent
it can be said that he has a in
this event.
specialty) is the hammer throw,
but he can only be rated a coThe 120-yard high hurdles and
favorite in this event with Rhode
the 440-yard intermediate hurdles
Island's Bob Narcessian. Narcessian beat Kavanagh last week in should feature BU's Dave Hemthe Perm Relays with a throw of ery. Hemery, a fine athlete from
190' compared to Jim's throw of England, has been bothered all
184' 10". Andy Yuen of UConn spring with a leg injury but it
also stands a very good chance
is hoped he will be better for
of winning this event.

This is the second year in a division of the IC4A rattier than
row the meet has been held at the New England division.
BC, due to the fact that BC's
Jack Ryder Memorial Track is Boston College will be relying
the finest running surface in New heavily on a strong performance
from Jim Kavanagh in the weight
England.

Boston College is the defending New England champion and
rates as one of the favorites
among the 30 teams participating this year. However, the
Eagles are going to need a tremendous all around effort to
overcome the likes of Northeastern, UConn, and Holy Cross.
these championships.
Harvard, probably the strongest
There is no steeplechase being
track and field team in the area,
Events will be run all day and
in this meet so BC's Billy
will not be competing in this offered
Norris will be concentrating his a good crowd is expected to be
meet. Due to a technicality
in Alumni Stadium for most of
Harvard belongs to the Eastern
the afternoon. This meet should
provide some welcome diversion
In the Perm Relays last week
Photo by Frank Fernino
the Boston College mile relay for the BC sports fan wearied by HALFWAY TO FIRST
on a drag bunt attempt is BC's speedy Ed
team set a new school record a week of exams.
O'Neil. The play came in last week's game against Tufts.
in this event with a clocking
of 3:13.2 as compared to the
The Boston College golf team old record of
3:16.0. Members
ended the spring season Monday
of the record-breaking team are
on a sour note by taking a punchJoe Kopka, Chuck Zaikowski,
less fourth place in the Greater John
Casey, and Larry Jeffers.
Boston Intercollegiate golf chamByRO
EID SLIN
pionships at Concord C.C.
Associate Sports Editor
Going into the second nine, Bill
slow start, but Miller said, "He's coming right
BC's Jim Miller has a problem that most colCrowley of BC had the best card efforts in the mile run. Mark
lege coaches would welcome: too many good
along again."
of the day that far with 37, but Young of Vale and George Starkus quarterbacks.
Surveying the whole situation, Miller said, "We
Bill broke down on the second of Boston University should proCapt. Joe may be into the regular season again before we
Miller used two signal-callers
for
nine with a 43
an 18 hole total vide Billy with his chief competiDiVito and junior Joe Marzetti
in last Saturknow which one will get the job. In fact, we may
of 80. Bill Hughes also finished tion.
day's intra-squad scrimmage, and both played
even have to use more than one."
with an 80 and Bud Sampson
The dashes, 100 yards and 220 well. He also has another pair of top-rated QB's
Taking an overall look at the spring game,
finished with an 81, to put the
sophomore Mike Fallon and junior Dave
team behind Harvard, Tufts and yards, should be the renewal in
head coach commented, "I was satisfied dcthe
of a personal duel between Thomas.
Northeastern.
fensively,
both in the line and in the pass covplay
Saturday
Fallon was unable to
due to a
BC's Larry Jeffers and Holy
erage. The defense did a really fine job.
Harvard's Keefe was on top of Cross's John Collins. These two leg injury, while Thomas saw action in the de"Spring games are always dethe finishers with a six over par used to battle each other in fensive backfield.
b^hmmhb
ceiving," he continued, "a team
76. Harvard had the top three high school and have continued
When asked to comment on the
finishers with succeeding scores the rivalry in college. Collins BC quarterbacking situation after
can look too good or too bad.
of 77 and 78.
should rate as a slight favorite the game, Miller replied, "1 don't
The defense has a slight edge,
in the 100 with the 220 rated as like to say it, but I really just
in that they know the plays that
Sampson and the other two high
will be run. The mainpurpose of
tossup.
don't know yet.
a
finishers for BC were by no
the whole thing is the individual
"I was satisfied in some remeans up to "par," so to speak.
Jeffers' best event is actually spects with DiVito's work. He
sxecution.
That's what we look
It just wasn't their day.
the 440-yard run. Last week in was overthrowing at
tor most."
tunes in
Taking an early look at next
the game, but he was passing
season, Miller added, "We
really well during spring practice and I expect him to do
must improve our offense and
better."
be more consistent with both
the running and the passing.
Marzetti, who led the Maroons
"Too many quarterbacks."
team to a 36-14 victory over the
"So far, I've been satisfied with
Whites, did well in both the running and passing the hitting and desire the team has shown out
Two easy wins and another frustrating tic highlighted BC base- departments, "He really did a fine job out there," there. It's been a good spring practice. One
Miller added.
thing I would especially like to mention is the
ball action last week. The Eagles beat BU 9-1, and Tufts 9-3; and
who
is
rated
of
sophoexceptionally fine spirit on the squad this spring
Fallon,
as
one
the
top
then played a 3-3 12-iiming tic with BU.
more prospects on the team, drew Miller's praise
that's something that is usually hard to get."
Mike Robertson's dramatic two out home run in the top of the as a "good play-caller and faker."
ninth which broke a 2-2 tic seemed to be enough to give BC the
Also in contention for the QB job is Thomas,
win in the second BU game. But nothing comes easy for BC's who directed the Eagles at the start of last
mound ace, Bill O'Brien, and with two out and nobody on in the season. However, he was sidelined with a
BU 9th, a single, walk, and throwing error enabled the Terriers shoulder
separation in the second game and
to tic it up and send the game into extra innings.
was out for the rest of the year. When spring
practice rolled around, Thomas got off to a
It was an uphill struggle all the way for BC. Bu scored
twice in the first inning, as the usually steady O'Brien had
control troubles. But BC got one in the fifth, as Mike Finnel's
single to left scored O'Brien, who had himself singled for one
of his two hits.

...
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Tickets for the Senior Boat-Ride
will be on sale today and all next
week in the McElroy Snack Bar.

J. F. Clunan and Associates

BC tied it in the Bth. John Salmon reached base on an error,
and, after pinch hitter Tom Sarkesian walked, Bill Plunkert, once
an Ail-American
and now the team's most improved
hitter, smacked a 3-2 pitch to left, scoring Salmon.
This set the stage for Robertson's mammoth blast deep to
left center in the top of the 9th, which gave BC a short-lived lead.
O'Brien went all the way for BC. It was his second extra
inning no-decision complete game, which is about as rewarding
as climbing Mt. Everest and finding that your wife beat you
there.

Fran Connolly and Jim Curley combined to pitch BC to the
9-3 win over Tufts, as captain Bill Kitley and Mike Robertson
paced the offensive attack. O'Brien's strong 3-hit hurling and Mick
Amick's slugging (homer and triple) showed the way in the first

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
"Member, 1967 Million Dollar Round Table"
75 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
HU 2-4900
?

SPECIALIZING IN ESTATE PLANNING AND LIFE INSURANCE

a4
CYR
Class of '63

CARL A.

566-0530

tL J&

JACK CLUNAN
Class of '56
665-3314

CHARLIE SMITH
Class of '66
325-2490
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EVANT'SY
OHFL EAR'
Sophomore Billy Evans has been named by the
Heights sports staff as the recipient of the first annual
Heights Athlete of the Year Award.
The award is presented "to the varsity athlete who
has made the most significant contribution to Boston
College sports during the current year."
Evans was selected to receive the award in a vote
by the sports staff in which he garnered one vote more
than runner-up Jim Kavanagh. The award will be presented to Evans by former Sports Editor Reid Oslin at
the Heights banquet Monday.
Named as the most valuable player of this year's
basketball team, Evans was also picked as the ECAC
Sophomore of the Year on the basis of his three selections to ECAC weekly All-Star squad. Among other
honors, he was a member of Syracuse University's allopponent team.
A 5-10 guard, Evans was the third highest scorer
on this year's team with an average of 12.5 points per
game, hitting on more than 50 percent of his shots. In
addition, he had an average of more than 10 assists per
contest
Perhaps Evans' greatest value to the team, however, was in those facets of the game not easily quantified. Evans was the quarterback. He set up the plays,
directing the offensive action. On defense, he made
many steals, and was always hindering the opposing
guards.
When notified of his selection, Evans said, "I'm
really honored to win it because there are so many
people who could be in contention." He mentioned
further that since the award will become more distinguished in years to come, it makes him all the more
proud to be the first recipient.
Runner-up Kavanagh has also made a fine contribution to BC sports, in two types of competition.
Leading receiver on this year's football team, Kavanagh
is also the most versatile performer on the track squad.
Third in the NCAA hammer-throw last year, he also
participates in the hurdles, high jump, shot-put, and
discus. In the decathlon, he is one of the few to amass
more than 6000 points in sports' most gruelling event.

BILLY EVANS

?

HEIGHTS ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

Bob Gallivan sat on the White
team's bench at last Saturday's
spring football game while his
For a team with tournament hopes in any collegiate sport, the long season Maroon roommate, Joe Marzetti,
usually boils down to a single game that can make or break its collective fortunes. kept him out of action. Gallivan,
Such is the case with the BC baseball Club, in their meeting with Harvard this after- the Eagles' number one extrapoint kicker, watched last year's
noon.
soph qb pick apart the White deThe Crimson sports an unbeat- ters, who is easily the hottest other successful year, and the fenses en route to a 36-14 Maroon
en, if limited, record in the item in Eastern baseball circles. Crimson are only too well aware upset.
Peters throws hard, yields preGreater Boston League while the
that he pitches his best ball
pleasantly
Coach Jim Miller
cious few hits and has been
assumpagainst more formidable oppon- surprised by his reserves' success
Eagles stand at 5-1. The
whiffing opponents at the rate
tion that neither of these clubs of 14 per game. He has already ents. The Eagles have improved
had loaded the Whites with the
noticeably at the plate in recent starters of offense and defense,
will be defeated in the league announced that he will
accept a games,
from here until the end of the pro offer the
and this also will be a and headed them with captain and
at
end
of the seaGBL season is a reasonable one.
factor this afternoon. Bill Plunk- quarterback Joe DiVito.
son, and he is in a position to
ert, Mike Robertson and Bill KitDiVito's unfortunate upwind
dictate his own terms.
Thus today's game should deley have hit the ball well, and passing was easily surpassed by
McCandlish handles himself
cide the race for the local title.
well, and is a threat to beat any- Mike Finnell continues to hit at a fine Marzetti performance.
If BC can pin a loss on Hara prodigious .475 clip.
Consistently making big fourthvard, the title will go to the one. He lost a 3-0 thriller to the
down plays the Maroon passing
Eagles last year on a day when
The return match with Northteam with the best winning perattack
hit Steve Kives and Jim
a
his
teammates
were
paralyzed
by
May
eastern on
centage, and given single loss
11, and the two.
Castone. Marzetti's handoffs to
for each team, the Eagles would the superb pitching of Bill O'Bri- traditional clashes with Holy
per carry)
win by virtue of playing more en. As always, Harvard fields a Cross later in the month also Joe McDonald (4.9
the
in
key
plays
building a
were
games. This is due to the fact very capable team and will pro- loom significant on BC's baseball
Maroon
at
the
28-8
lead
half.
test.
tough
Eastern,
that Ivy and
horizon. Once again the road to
League vide a
Fortunately for BC, O'Brien Omaha is rocky, but a few decommitments prevent Harvard
The White, missing the faking of
from playing a substantial GBL will be on the mound once again cisive victories would offer the freshman backup passer Mike
Fallon, showed an offense weaker
this afternoon. Bill is having an- Eagles a lot of smooth sailing.
schedule.
By KEVIN O'MALLEY
Sports Staff

?

?

Harvard, like many other
college teams, relies on its pitching staff for a solid season. The
Crimson "staff" is composed of
Bob McCandlish, a good performer, and sophomore Ray Pc-

Coming events
May 6: Varsity baseball at
Springfield (2:00 p.m.). Frosh
baseball at Tufts. Track, varsity and frosh, vs. UConn,
Northeastern at UConn (2:00
p.m.)
May 9: Varsity baseball vs.
Providence at Cleveland Circle

May 12: Golf, New England
championships. Tennis, New
England championships.
May 13: Frosh baseball at
Holy Cross. Varsity baseball
at Colby (2:00 p.m.) Track,
varsity and frosh, vs. Holy
Cross at BC's Jack Ryder

(4:00 p.m.)

Memorial Track.
May 20: Varsity track, New
England IC4A, at BC's Jack
Ryder Memorial Track.
May 26: Varsity baseball at
New Hampshire (3:00 p.m.)

May 10: Tennis at BrandeLs
(1:30 p.m.)
May 11: Varsity baseball vs.
Northeastern
at Cleveland
Circle (4:00 p.m.)

IN ACTION

Resrvtest
intagrid

faceBoEsatgnleHisrvdshowdown

That BC should not lose again
in Boston competition is as much
an aspiration as a supposition, of
course. But barring the kind of
lackluster pitching performance
that lost the Northeastern game
for the Eagles, the outlook is excellent. All of this contributes to
the fact that the Eagles must
win today to garner the nearautomatic bid to the NCAA Division I tourney that goes with winning the GBL flag.

?

May 27: Varsity track, IC4A
championships.
May 28: Varsity baseball vs.
Fairfield at Cleveland Circle
(2:00 p.m.)
May 30: Varsity baseball at
Holy Cross (2:00 p.m.)

June 2: Varsity baseball vs.
Holy Cross at Cleveland Circle
(3:00 p.m.)
June 3: Varsity baseball at
Amherst (3:00 p.m.

than last year's. Barry Gallup
was the only outstanding receiver
used by the White team, with 86
yards gained on 3 receptions.
A key feature of the game was
the tremendous line play of the
Maroon defense. The White offense managed only one score in
seven first-half thrusts, and the
defensive work of Frank Graziano
and John McGovern combined to
hold DiVito's next-to-last drive to
minus yardage. McGovern then
landed on a blocked punt to add
the Maroon's fourth TD of the
first half.
Maroon defensive ends Carter
Hunt and Ed McDonald kept inside the running of halfbacks
Skip Copola and Mike Johnson.
Linebackers Mondell Davis and
John Hazlin were responsible
for DiVito's 29-yard losses, as
they kept forcing his protection
throughout the game. Davis' 28-yard interception return late in
the second half set up the final
Maroon drive.
In the offensive line, Al Borsari,
Bob Bouley, and Chris Markey
showed aggressive blocking better
than did the first-line Whites. Marzetti's 7-for-16 passing was helped
by pre-game injuries to White
linebacker Gary Andra chik and
safety John Salmon.
With 142 days to go until the
season's opener at VUlanova,
Coach Jim Miller has serious
question marks in the forecast
Punter Joe DiVito averaged 17.5
in four kicks on Saturday; the
first-string defense allowed 156
yards rushing; and the pass
offense will require a stronger
forward wall. The next BC
game in Alumni Stadium is
Army, on September 30. By
then, Bob Gallivan should have
a steady job.

